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I. INTRODUCTION

The Right to Access the Sea has been a long-standing demand for land-locked States (LLS). The number of States lacking such access is not small either, as 31 recognized States across the world lack sovereign access to a coast. Historically, unfettered access to the sea has been an important factor underpinning economic prosperity and strategic heft of a society. The seafaring societies of Europe during the 17th and 18th centuries were able to establish vast empires for themselves. In the post-colonial world, access to the sea has been critical in establishing the trading and manufacturing prowess of the United States. The Cold War demonstrated this several times in the form of the Soviet fixation on access to the Black Sea and the Mediterranean – something that
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Russia followed up with Ukraine in the recent past. China’s economic rise has been partially attributed to the harbors of Shanghai and Guangzhou. Put simply, access to the sea is not just an imperative for global trade, it is also the hallmark of a country’s ability to project its economic, political, and strategic heft. This natural advantage is what LLS lack irreparably. Therefore, they end up having to rely on the force of bilateral and multilateral arrangements to ensure passage through territories of their seafaring neighbors, also known as transit States. These agreements, however, have not been perfect enunciations of contractual or legal obligations and the loopholes therein have imposed prohibitive economic and social costs on LLS.

This Article attempts to draw upon the existing international legal regime in this area, to arrive at a defined international law position for the Right to Access the Sea. The authoritative position in statutory international law on this subject flow from Article 125 of the UN Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS), which provides a limited right of access for LLS. The right has evolved through a series of historical enunciations in several conventions. The historical process of this evolution is discussed in Part I. The right is limited through a “sovereignty exception” which provides the transit States with protection against the LLSs access right from intruding into their “legitimate interests.” This has been substantiated by the authoritative weight of scholars who hold that a general right to access to the sea, apart from conventional obligations, is “difficult to sustain.”

Based on this, we concur that there is demonstrable precedent in international law – derived through state practice and coordinate legal obligations – to hold that an established albeit limited, right to access the sea exists, and has existed in favor of LLSs. However, we shall attempt to discuss the exact scope of that right through this study. In Part II, we discuss the various ways in which States have implemented this right and evaluate them against the touchstone of an ideal implementation by defining a three-part Effective Enforcement Test.

Part III presents the core of the study where we discuss cases

7. Id.
which do not optimally meet the Effective Enforcement Test. We argue that international law envisages only a narrow sovereignty exception which must meet the strict scrutiny of a compelling and overriding interest of the Transit State to be applicable in curtailing this right. Contrary to this interpretation, some States have used the Sovereignty Rider (contained in Article 125(2) of the Convention), and the Modalities Clause (contained in Article 125(3) of the Convention) to cause undue delay and deny the proper enjoyment of the right of access to LLS. Clearly, such an implementation is contrary to the effective enforcement of the right and falls short of our Effective Enforcement Test. We argue that such use of the Convention’s modalities clause and the sovereignty rider conflicts with the standard principles of interpretation and is therefore a violation of the obligations of transit States under International Law.

In Part IV, as a remedy for such violations, we suggest that the United Nations has the power – incidental to its duties under the U.N. Charter – to create space for accountability and actively facilitate negotiations between LLSs and recalcitrant transit States, thereby levelling the playing field to ensure the proper implementation of the Convention’s aims and the functions assigned to the U.N. under its Charter.

Part V addresses a very specific, narrow set of circumstances relating to the right of access. We refer to these as “emergency provisions.” Our argument here is that there can be certain situations where the sovereignty exception can be narrowed even beyond the textual scope of the Convention because of the overriding effect of the Law of Necessity. In such rare circumstances, it becomes permissible for LLSs to gain access to the sea without any explicit or implicit authorization by the transit State(s). In Part VI, this Article concludes with a strategic case for why it makes strategic sense for India to champion this right in the context of the geopolitical landscape in the Indian subcontinent.

II. PART I: HISTORICAL EVOLUTION OF THE RIGHT TO ACCESS THE SEA

The Right to Access the Sea is a culmination of several decades of developments in a series of bilateral and multilateral agreements. While the text of each of these agreements is not important for the purposes of this study, a brief introduction to them can prove to be informative in chalking out how the right has evolved over the years.

1. The Flag State Declaration

Before World War I, there had been some confusion over whether a State administering territory without access to the sea
could have its flag used for the purpose of ships plying at sea. The practice requiring all shipping vessels to be registered at a port and carry the flag of the state administering the port began sometime in the 17th century with an ordinance passed by the English Rump Parliament under the leadership of Oliver Cromwell.9

The Barcelona Declaration in April 192110 clarified this position by providing recognition to ships registered in LLSs and recognized the place of registration as a legal fiction of a port of registration.11 It is interesting to note here that the language used in the title and content of the Barcelona Declaration seems to only recognize the existence of a flag of a landlocked country: thus, its name – “Flag State Declaration.”12 The Declaration does nothing to recognize an inherent right of these countries to have access to means to make this right practicable – something presumably left for the determination of other bilateral and multilateral arrangements.

2. Barcelona Convention and Statute of Freedom of Transit, 1921

The end of the First World War led to the creation of many new LLS due to the disintegration of the Austro-Hungarian Empire.13 As a result, Europe saw an increase in transit treaties as these newly formed LLS were keen to secure their economic interests by accessing the sea. The Covenant of the League of Nations itself recognized “freedom of communications and of transit and equitable treatment for the commerce of all Members of the League.”14 On the initiative of the League of Nations, the Barcelona Convention was brought into effect in 1922.15

The Convention contains provisions for LLS freedom of transit through waterways and railway.16 The treaty did not cover the aspect of air or other forms of overland travel.17 The Convention is based on the general recognition of a freedom of transit in favor of LLS; however, it does not establish any clear right in their favor.18

9. An Act for the Encouraging and Increasing of Shipping and Navigation 1660, 12 Car. 2 c. 18, § 1 (Eng.).
10. Declaration Recognizing the Right to a Flag of States Having No Sea-Cost, Apr. 20, 1921, 7 U.N.T.S. 73 [hereinafter Flag State Convention].
13. Matignon, supra note 11.
17. Id.
18. Ijaz Hussain, Pakistan’s Attitude Towards the Question of Free Access to
It even contains various provisions where this freedom could be suspended. Article 5, for instance, allows a State to prevent in its territory the entry of such goods and persons as it sees as a threat to the State’s security.

While this Treaty fell short of recognizing a right of transit for land-locked States, it did form the basis of several future Conventions and bilateral and multilateral treaties that recognized such rights and freedoms.

After the Barcelona Convention in 1922 and the Second World War, several international and multilateral instruments dealt with the issue of free access to the sea for land-locked countries. These include the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) Article V, Havana Charter, and some recommendations made by the Economic Commission for Asia and the Far East. While these are often cited by land-locked countries as demonstrative of sufficient state practice and awareness on the issue, Dr. Ijaz Hussain, a Professor in Pakistan, argues that it was their insufficient ability to rake up the issue that led to the International Law Commission (ILC) deciding against the inclusion of the principle as it framed the first draft of the UNCLOS – partly attributable to their lack of “clout.” Subsequently, as the draft UNCLOS moved from the ILC to the United Nations General Assembly (UNGA), resolutions 1028 and 1105 were adopted to consider and study the issue of transit trade for landlocked states.

3. The Fifth Committee

Over the years, the LLS led by countries like Afghanistan, Bolivia, and Czechoslovakia had been pressing for greater recognition of their Rights. This prompted the UN General
Assembly to recommend a conference to address the issue. As a result, the Geneva Conference of 1958, or the First UN Conference on the Laws of the Seas opened. The Geneva Conference recommended the establishment of the Fifth Committee to look into the question of land-locked States’ access to the sea.

While the Fifth Committee did not itself recommend a draft, it suggested that the first UNCLOS should include provisions that granted access to the sea for land-locked States. This includes not just free access to the coast, but also a recognition of the free access to the high seas, the right to fly a flag, and innocent passage across territorial water. These suggestions did find a place in the Convention on the Territorial Sea and Contiguous Zone and the Geneva Convention of the High Seas.


The Geneva Convention of the High Seas was one of the four Conventions that emerged out of the First U.N. Conference on the Law of the Seas. It was signed in 1958, but brought into effect in 1962. Article 3 of this Convention discussed the prospect of access to the sea for land-locked States, based on reciprocity and subject to “common agreement” with the transit States. It did not speak of a right of access, but only stated that LLS “should have” access to the Sea. Therefore, Kishor Uprety, Senior Counsel at The World Bank, says that this Convention “to satisfy the demands of LLS for a general law of free access and, as a pactum de contrahendo, made transit rights dependent on the goodwill of coastal States.”


The most comprehensive enunciation of the right to access the sea in modern statutory law is provided in the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) in Part X.
B. Article 124 of UNCLOS

Article 124(1)(a) provides the definition of a landlocked State as a State controlling territory without a sea-coast.\(^{42}\) Article 124(1)(b) defines a Transit State as a state which is situated between land-locked State and the seacoast “through whose territory traffic in transit passes.”\(^{43}\) There are a few important facets of note here. First, Article 124(1)(b) does not limit its definition of a Transit State only to States which have a sea-coast, therefore, a land-locked State can also be a transit state in the event that it is so situated that “traffic in transit” passes through it.\(^{44}\) Second, nothing contained in Part X places any limitation or qualification upon the route taken by the traffic from the LLS.\(^{45}\) Clearly, this means that a land-locked state is under no obligation to use a shorter route, even when available.

Article 124(1)(c) and (d) provide a definition of “traffic in transit” and “means of transport” respectively.\(^{46}\) These are defined to include traditional merchandise shipments and due to the time of enactment, make no mention of modern day, intangible commodities like data and internet traffic.\(^{47}\)

C. Article 125 of UNCLOS and Freedoms of the Sea

Article 125 is the operative portion of the statutory scheme.\(^{48}\) It is a three-part article and provides the general rule first. It provides LLSs with the right of access to and from the sea “for the purposes of exercising the rights” provided in the Convention, “through the territory of the transit State by all means of transport.”\(^{49}\) Isolated from the sovereignty exception, this is a very comprehensive enunciation of the Right to Access the Sea. It has the effect of extending the full force of the Freedoms of the Sea provided in Article 87 of the Convention.\(^{50}\)

As a concept, Freedoms of the Sea is a reference to the *Mare Liberum* doctrine enunciated by Grotius in 1609.\(^{51}\) *Mare Liberum*

---

42. Id. at art. 124(1)(a).
43. Id. at art. 124(1)(b).
44. Id.
45. See UNCLOS, supra note 6, at arts. 124-32 (being silent on this matter with regards to Part X of UNCLOS, despite extensive references to the contours of the right of access and defining obligations of LLS and transit States).
46. UNCLOS, supra note 6, at art. 124(1)(c), (d).
47. Id.
48. See UNCLOS, supra note 6, at art. 125(1) [provides that LLS possess the right to access the sea through transit States].
49. UNCLOS, supra note 6, at art. 125(1).
has its origins in the Anglo-Saxon law in the court of Elizabeth I, and stands in opposition to *Mare Causum* (closed sea).\(^{52}\) The former posits the existence of a seafaring regime that recognizes freedom of navigation across the world barring enclaves,\(^{53}\) which are akin to today’s internal waters under the UNCLOS.\(^{54}\) *Mare Liberum* developed through centuries of practice and evolved because of fishing rights given out by the English Crown.\(^{55}\) In the centuries leading up to the reign of King James I, English kings had given out so many fishing rights off the coast of England that the right had virtually become universal.\(^{56}\) However, this was not the position elsewhere, for instance in Scotland, a fact that James I attempted to use when he began attempting a failed reversal of the Elizabethan court’s embrace of *Mare Liberum*.\(^{57}\) Today, the freedom to navigate and exploit the seas is an undeniable facet of the international law of the sea. Article 87 of UNCLOS merely gives statutory recognition to a long existing right.\(^{58}\) It is known to include, inter alia, (a) freedom of navigation; (b) freedom of overflight; (c) freedom to law submarine cables and pipelines (subject to Part VI of UNCLOS); (d) freedom to construct artificial islands and other installations (subject to Part VI of UNCLOS and other international law); (e) freedom of fishing (subject to conservation requirements); and, (f) freedom to conduct scientific research.\(^{59}\) This list is not an exhaustive one and other norms of international law may provide for further freedoms.\(^{60}\) Perhaps, this is also a recognition of the imperfections inherent in the codification of customary norms of international law; broadly drafted clauses are often an attempt to allay the potential for *errors of omission* during interpretation.\(^{61}\) Article 125(1) also provides that LLS have a right to enjoy the “common heritage of mankind” in the form of

\(^{52}\) Percy E. Corbett, Law in Diplomacy 110 (1959).

\(^{53}\) Id.

\(^{54}\) See, e.g., UNCLOS, supra note 6, at arts. 2, 3 (defining the breadth and legal status of the territorial sea of a State as an enclave of sovereignty).

\(^{55}\) Corbett, supra note 52, at 112.

\(^{56}\) Id. at 112 -13.

\(^{57}\) Id. at 110-11.

\(^{58}\) Freedoms of the Sea, OXFORD DICTIONARY, supra note 1.

\(^{59}\) UNCLOS, supra note 6, at art. 87.

\(^{60}\) Id.

\(^{61}\) See, e.g., Felder v. Casey, 487 U.S. 131, 149 (1988) (“The Congress which enacted [42 U.S.C.] §1983 over 100 years ago would have rejected [a requirement of exhaustion of state remedies] as inconsistent with the remedial purposes of its broad statute.''); Sullivan v. Little Hunting Park, 396 U.S. 229, 237 (1969) (“A narrow construction of §1982 would be inconsistent with the broad and sweeping nature of the protection meant to be afforded by §1 of the Civil Rights Act of 1866.''); Northeast Marine Terminal v. Caputo, 432 U.S. 249, 268 (1977) (“The language of the 1972 Amendments [to the LHWCA] is broad and suggests that we should take an expansive view of the extended coverage. Indeed such a construction is appropriate for this remedial legislation.'').
exploitation of sea resources. "Common heritage of mankind" articulates that the resources of certain areas – such as the sea, in this case – shall not be exploited by a few States whose technical and commercial abilities may allow them to do so at a given time, but rather on behalf of humankind as a whole. This term finds reference in several other international conventions which have been understood to enunciate a standard of resource exploitation based on mutual comity and cooperation. Some have even argued for the doctrine's application to the cultural field. While there is no clear enunciation of what the phrase seeks to convey as essential precepts of international law, its essence reflected in the General Assembly Resolution articulating the International Seabed Convention. The resolution notes – in the context of the ocean floor at high seas – that the area would not be subject to appropriation by any one State or person; that right to the area or its resources will have to be exercised in consonance with international law; the use by any State should be solely for peaceful purposes.

D. Additional Articles of UNCLOS Narrowing the Sovereignty Limitation

Article 127 places a bar on taxation of LLS transit and Article 128 opens the door for free zones in the ports of the Transit States. Further demonstrate that the text intends the right of LLS to access the sea to be broadly construed. They require Transit States to not only ensure the construction and improvement of appropriate infrastructure to facilitate transit.
but to minimize delays and ensure removal of any other difficulties from transit as well.\textsuperscript{74} In addition, by providing for the involvement and cooperation of LLSs in the process,\textsuperscript{75} the Convention further narrows the sovereignty limitation.

\textbf{E. Outside the Confines of Part X of UNCLOS}

UNCLOS, therefore, works to bring coastal states and LLS at a point of legal parity, at least insofar as the rights of each on the seas is concerned. Even outside the confines of Part X, an attempt has been made to extend this parity wherever possible. For instance, in Article 69 of the Geneva Convention, an equitable right to access the living resources of the continental shelf – i.e., within the exclusive economic zone – has been recognized.\textsuperscript{76} While the modalities of such exploitation have been left to regional and sub-regional bilateral and multi-lateral arrangements,\textsuperscript{77} the exercise and existence of an equitable right for LLS in this domain is abundantly recognized in the Article.\textsuperscript{78} It is also important to note that unlike Part X, Article 69 does not explicitly limit the right of exploitation to the principle of sovereignty, even though the exploitation of resources will take place in the Exclusive Economic Zone.\textsuperscript{79} The consistent textual credence to ensure equity in the rights and freedoms associated with the seas among coastal States and LLS demonstrably indicates an intent to bridge geographical disadvantage through a legal fiction, to the extent possible.\textsuperscript{80} It also indicates an intent to depart from any existing non-essential practice to the contrary.\textsuperscript{81} The substantive qualitative limitation on the dependence predating the application of the exception is further indicative of the expansively intended breadth of the statutory language. This equality provides the fundamental basis

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{74} Id. at art. 130.
\item \textsuperscript{75} Id. at art. 129.
\item \textsuperscript{76} Id. at art. 69(1). [Article 70 extends similar treatment to Geographically Disadvantaged States (GDS), which is a distinct categorization and may also include coastal States.] Id. at art. 70. However, that is not a relevant category for the present discussion. For further discussion on the criteria for GDS, see Lewis M. Alexander, The Disadvantaged States and the Law of the Sea, 5 MARIN POL'Y 196 (1981).
\item \textsuperscript{77} UNCLOS, supra note 6, at art.125(2).
\item \textsuperscript{78} UNCLOS, supra note 6, at art. 125(1); see also infra Part III (for a discussion on the misuse of article 125 by transit States).
\item \textsuperscript{79} Cf. UNCLOS, supra note 6, at art. 125 (providing from both certain rights for some States, although the former provides an explicit caveat of sovereignty).
\item \textsuperscript{80} The term “Coastal States” is narrower in scope than “Transit States” due to the context of the right involved.
\item \textsuperscript{81} UNCLOS, supra note 6, at art. 71 (driving home this point through the phraseology of article 71, which creates an exception to article 69 but is limited to cases where the coastal state is overwhelmingly dependent on the living resources of the region).
\end{itemize}
to our argument that barring the geographical reality of access, there is no differentiation between coastal states and LLS states as it pertains to the law of the sea. It can, therefore, be argued that the textual intent is to keep the sovereignty exception contained in Article 125(3) to the narrowest possible limit.\textsuperscript{82}

\textbf{F. The Three-Fold Approach to Determine International Law}

While the principle presented by a textual analysis such as the one elucidated above can be quite convincing, a generalization can be deceiving. R.J. Dupuy described the law of the sea as “situationalist” because despite the universality of its application, its implementation has been a diverse concoction predominantly dictated by individual circumstances.\textsuperscript{83} This is true from a practical perspective, since most transit relationships are instituted through bilateral and regional agreements.\textsuperscript{84} However, international law is one arena where practice is often impacted by extra-legal considerations such as military and strategic capacity, offset conditions, etc.\textsuperscript{85} Now, the recognized sources of international law are primarily understood to be three-fold:

Statutory International Law enunciated in specific agreements and applicable as to the countries that voluntarily choose to contract into them;\textsuperscript{86}

Customary International Law;\textsuperscript{87} and,

Renowned academic and judicial opinion.\textsuperscript{88}

Flowing from the Statute of the International Court of Justice (ICJ), the above three-fold approach to the determination of international law has been analogized to legal philosopher H.L.A. Hart’s “secondary rules.”\textsuperscript{89} Hart enunciated the concept of secondary rules to explain the approach for the determination of laws that actually influence and direct the behavior of parties,

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{82} See UNCLOS, \textit{supra} note 6, at art. 125(3).
  \item \textsuperscript{83} D. CARREAU et. al., DROIT INT’L ÉCONOMIQUE 61 (1990).
  \item \textsuperscript{84} See infra Part II.
  \item \textsuperscript{85} Robert O. Keohane, \textit{International Relations and International Law: Two Optics}, 38 HARV. INT’L L.J. 487 (1997) (highlighting the comprehensive manner in which practical considerations cause a divergence between the normative and positive view of international law and State practice).
  \item \textsuperscript{86} Statute of the International Court of Justice art. 38(1)(a) Apr. 18, 1946.
  \item \textsuperscript{87} Id. at art. 38(1)(b).
  \item \textsuperscript{88} Id. at art. 38(1)(c).
\end{itemize}
referred to as “primary rules.” Within this three-fold approach, “Customary International Law” is critical for our discussion. The ICJ has defined the term to mean that body of law which can be derived from consistent State practice and “opinio juris.” Opinio Juris is a doctrine enunciated in several ICJ cases. It operates as a further condition on consistent State practice and requires that to be considered Customary International Law, such practice must also be carried out under a belief that it is in “confirming to what amounts to a legal obligation.” Opinio Juris, therefore, is a doctrine that hinges on the subjective satisfaction of a State that the action performed by it is being done to fulfill a legal obligation.

The above discussion is critical in the context of the rights of LLS. This is because any enunciation of the right in UNCLOS, or any other international agreement for that matter, will be severely constricted in its implementation because of extra-legal factors. To an outside observer, this gives the impression of a haphazard and ad-hoc implementation of the right itself, perhaps explaining Dupuy’s characterization of the Law of the Sea as “situationalist.” However, from a legal standpoint, the conduct of transit states cannot eviscerate or dilute the obligation undertaken by them under Article 125 of the UNCLOS. This is because such conduct would not carry the necessary opinio juris to affect a customary repeal of the statutory enunciation of the UNCLOS. It may, however, inform the operation of the sovereignty exception contained within Article 125.

III. PART II: EFFECTIVE ENFORCEMENT OF THE RIGHT TO ACCESS THE SEA

1. Effective Enforcement Test

The manner in which the sovereignty exception operates can

91. Cook, supra note 89, at 94.
94. CLIVE PARRY, THE SOURCES AND EVIDENCES OF INTERNATIONAL LAW (1965) (discussing the evolution of international criminal law).
95. CARREAU, supra note 83, at 61.
be gleaned from the numerous agreements between transit States and LLSS. An ideal transit agreement that adequately enforces the Right of Access for Transit States should demonstrate the following features:

**Freedom of Movement** – Generally, the agreement must provide for a friction-less movement of goods through the transit state, with minimal time and monetary cost imposition. Regulatory procedures, if any, should be tailored to meet narrowly defined aims and must not impose an excessive burden on movement. Quantitative or qualitative exceptions should be specific and must also be narrowly tailored to meet specific pre-defined interests of transit States, e.g., in the movement of hazardous material.

**Predictability and Certainty** – This is critical to the actual utilization of any benefits provided in an agreement. Meaningful economic and social activity cannot exist in the absence of a predictable and stable legal regime since frequent changes increase risk, and therefore deter investment. Dramatic changes – even when they are not adverse to free movement – can also increase animosity and sour public opinion. Over time, these can contribute to a complete breakdown of support for the system. This can be seen in the debate leading up to the Brexit vote. The build-up of anti-immigration sentiment – notwithstanding a qualitative judgement on that opinion – created a cleavage between the interests of a significant section in the UK and the rest of the EU, causing a rupture.\(^96\) Therefore, any arrangement that establishes freedom of movement must also have a self-contained mechanism of negotiated, deliberate changes that all parties commit to follow in earnest. Institutionalization of changes in this manner allows each contracting party to approach the negotiating table with clear, identifiable interests in mind. It also opens space for a broad-based involvement of stakeholders, reducing the potential for arbitrary changes.

**Institutionalized Remedies** – The above two elements must also be secured through a system of remedies, ensuring that arbitrary decision making at any level would be swiftly counteracted to restore status quo ante.

---

Many international agreements are often rendered unenforceable simply because the contracting parties begin to act in pursuit of parochial self-interests. Where significant strategic and economic disparities exist among the parties, this phenomenon is even more pronounced. Ultimately, such a situation results in a de facto abandonment of the agreement and all associated rights and obligations. A mechanism—whether political, judicial or a hybrid of the two—acts as a strong deterrent to parochial instincts and preserves the integrity of the system.

2. Current Enforcement Practices

A survey of existing bilateral and multilateral arrangements tested against the touchstone of the aforementioned metrics reveals substantial variance in enforcement. Agreements range from those which meet all three of the above criteria to situations where none of them exist. The latter category tends to foster an ecosystem of informal, ad-hoc actors that facilitate limited movement at enormous costs. In the former category, perhaps the finest example is the thirty-two member European Union Single Market.97

B. The European Union Single Market

The Single Market allows for virtually unhindered access of goods and services across the borders of member States,98 and therefore makes it easier for LLSs to access port facilities anywhere on the continent. The regulatory compliance burden on individuals is also comparatively minimal.99 Barring the exception of Brexit, the Single Market has proven to be an exceptionally stable zone.100 The international treaties establishing the Single Market are entrenched in the municipal laws of each of the member States, and

97. The European Union Single Market includes the twenty-seven full member States of the European Union, and the United Kingdom (during the Brexit transition phase at the minimum). It also includes Norway, Liechtenstein, and Iceland through a multilateral agreement, and Switzerland through an independent bilateral agreement with the EU.
98. The Single Market also largely overlaps with the Schengen Area. However, including Schengen as an example would be inaccurate since it primarily deals with the movement of people and the right of access to the sea in the UNCLOS context is limited to movement of goods.
100. About the EU-Countries, EUROPEAN UNION, www.europa.eu/european-union/about-eu/countries_en [perma.cc/9SYM-PCYD] (last visited Sep. 9, 2020). The EU and the Single Market have only expanded since their inception. Id. Britain was the first country ever to demand a withdrawal. Id.
it enjoys high political support in each of the member States.\textsuperscript{101} Paradoxically, the political slugfest surrounding the Brexit process has not only increased support for the institution within member countries, it has also worked to demonstrate its centrality and permanence in the geopolitical landscape of Europe – an exemplar of stability and predictability of the regime.\textsuperscript{102} Other examples of regional pacts are the Association for Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) free trade area in South East Asia;\textsuperscript{103} the Andean Community in South America;\textsuperscript{104} and the Southern African Development Community in Africa.\textsuperscript{105} While modeled around the Single Market, none of these agreements have yet been able to reach the comprehensiveness or maturity of their European counterpart.

\textbf{C. The China-Mongolia-Russia Transit Agreement Bypasses the Complexities of the Single Market}

Another approach to regional transit agreements can be seen in the relatively recent China-Mongolia-Russia Transit Agreement (Asian Highway Network Agreement).\textsuperscript{106} Mongolia is a land locked State bordered by Russia and China. This agreement opens up specific roads to Mongolia for use as transit routes, while keeping the rest of the transit countries outside its ambit.\textsuperscript{107} The agreement also has the potential to be expanded because it includes the accession by other neighboring countries. One of the roads opened to Mongolia also leads into Pakistan as part of the Silk Road.

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{101.} See \textit{id}. (noting that joining the EU requires ratification of all existing EU laws and procedures – unless exempted specifically – and further requires implementation of all EU regulations throughout the duration of membership); see also Richard Wike et al., \textit{Europeans Credit EU With Promoting Peace and Prosperity, but Say Brussels Is Out of Touch With Its Citizens}, P.E.W RES. CTR. (Mar. 19, 2019), www.pewresearch.org/global/2019/03/19/europeans-credit-eu-with-promoting-peace-and-prosperity-but-say-brussels-is-out-of-touch-with-its-citizens/ [perma.cc/AHG9-MQN8] (discussing public support levels for EU which continue to remain relatively high despite BREXIT).
\item \textsuperscript{103.} ASEAN Framework Agreement on Services signed and in effect: 1998. ASEAN Trade in Goods signed and in effect: 2010. ASEAN Comprehensive Investment Agreement: 2012.
\item \textsuperscript{104.} Agreement on Andean Subregional Integration, May 26, 1969, 8 I.L.M. 910.
\item \textsuperscript{105.} Treaty of the Southern African Development Community, Aug. 17, 1992, 32 I.L.M. 116.
\item \textsuperscript{107.} \textit{Id}..
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
Initiative. Clearly, this agreement is limited in scope to road transportation. However, it defers to internationally accepted standards for hazardous goods\textsuperscript{108}, regulation of types of vehicles to be used,\textsuperscript{109} and contains provisions for reciprocal exemption from customs for import of certain commodities necessary for transit.\textsuperscript{110} The agreement also establishes a supervisory council to ensure smooth implementation and dispute resolution.\textsuperscript{111}

The deference to international standards is quite significant because it reduces the scope for arbitrary changes in municipal regulation and eliminates the need for complex negotiations on these definitions. Since the agreement does not seek to create a free trade regime between China, Russia and Mongolia, and instead is only focused on creating a transit regime; it can bypass the complex structures needed to sustain a Single Market like that of the EU. This narrower approach is easier to accomplish and can serve as an ideal model for situations where political consensus on a Single Market is not available. This is also reflected in the fact that other agreements in the region have tended to follow this template to varying extents. Central Asian and Eastern Europe have several agreements extending transit rights to ensure port access.\textsuperscript{112} While

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{108} Intergovernmental Agreement on International Road Transport Along the Asian Highway Network art. 7, Dec. 8, 2016, UNESCAP, \url{www.unescap.org/sites/default/files/Intergovernmental-Agreement-on-International-Road-Transport-along-the-Asian-Highway-Network-English-language.pdf} [perma.cc/43U6-6YRQ] [hereinafter ASN Agreement].
\item \textsuperscript{109} Id. at art. 6.
\item \textsuperscript{110} Id. at art. 8.
\item \textsuperscript{111} Id. at art. 12.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
each of these has some variation – including qualitative and quantitative restrictions in some cases – they broadly follow the template of the Asian Highway Network Agreement.\footnote{See DATABASE OF AGREEMENTS RELATED TO INTERNATIONAL ROAD TRANSPORT, UNESCAP, www.tadb.unescap.org/ [perma.cc/6MYR-R5XV] (last visited Jul. 3, 2020) (providing a full list of agreements among landlocked States and transit States).} A further boost to these agreements has been the One Belt One Road Project pursued by China which – if successful – could substantially improve real world connectivity across Central Asia and yield access to ports on their Eastern and Southern flanks, in Russia, China, and Pakistan. It would also be a substantial diplomatic feat for China.\footnote{See United Nations Conference on Trade and Development, Regional Cooperation in Transit Transport: Solutions For Landlocked and Transit Developing Countries, at 11, U.N. Doc TD/B/COM.3/EM/30/3 (Nov. 12, 2007), www.unctad.org/en-docs/c3em30d2_en.pdf [perma.cc/U2C7-5KL6].}

On the bilateral front, the Djibouti-Ethiopia Transit Agreement is important to consider.\footnote{Yohannes Anberbir, Ethiopia: Djibouti Signs 20 Year Port Agreement with Ethiopia, REP. ETH. (Dec. 16, 2006), www.allafrica.com/stories/200612180599.html [perma.cc/H86V-PYMB].} The agreement provides for a comprehensive 20-year framework with a clearly defined regulatory scope, deemed renewal, and subsistence clauses in cases of an early termination.\footnote{Id.} It also contains provisions for dispute resolution.\footnote{Id.} These factors led the U.N. Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) to include it as a model bilateral transit agreement.\footnote{U.N. Conference on Trade and Development, Regional Cooperation in Transit Transport: Solutions For Landlocked and Transit Developing Countries, at 11, U.N. Doc TD/B/COM.3/EM/30/3 (Nov. 12, 2007), www.unctad.org/en-docs/c3em30d2_en.pdf [perma.cc/U2C7-5KL6].}
IV. PART III: HIJACKING THE MODALITIES CLAUSE

While the analysis in Part II provides useful insight into the implementation of transit agreements, there is little discernible commonality – distillable from geopolitics – to help in a meaningful heuristic analysis of the limits on the sovereignty exception. Such lack of commonality strips away the necessary consistency required in a Customary Law analysis of the sovereignty exception in Article 125 of UNCLOS. Furthermore, by their very nature, bilateral and regional transit agreements depend heavily on geopolitical negotiations. While perfectly reasonable from a foreign affairs standpoint, it prevents the agreements from meeting the standard of opinio juris as elaborated by the ICJ, and thus lack the necessary force of Customary International Law (CIL). Therefore, while the agreements were negotiated by the States under a belief that they were fulfilling a legal obligation under UNCLOS, their content provides little guidance on scope of the right to access the sea that LLS possesses under the Convention.

A. Strong Presumption that UNCLOS Provides a Secure Right to Access

It may also be argued that groping for a uniform understanding of the scope of the right to access is a farcical exercise in the first instance. There would be some force in this argument because while it lays down a general principle, the Convention has largely left it to States to decide the exact modalities of the operation of that principle – thereby providing textual recognition to a decentralized approach. However, we contend that such a reading of the Convention presents an unreasonably narrow interpretation of textual intent. As highlighted in Part II above, several provisions within the Convention point to a deliberate attempt to completely secure the right granted to LLS. These go beyond the enunciation of a generic principle and actively place obligations in matters that would otherwise be considered sovereign decisions, e.g., Article 130 (obliging transit States – using the word “shall” – to “take all appropriate measures to avoid delays”); and Article 127 (prohibiting the imposition of customs and taxes on Transit goods). Conventional doctrines of interpretation and construction dictate that greater specificity posits an application according to its terms – the “plain meaning rule.” The specificity of these provisions raises a strong presumption of a textual intent of establishing strong protections for the right of access. The presumption can be further buttressed by observing Article 132

119. Parry, supra note 94.
120. UNCLOS supra note 6, art. 125(2).
which explicitly protects against preemption of greater transit facilities.\(^{122}\) Such a clause would not be necessary if the right of access in the Convention was intended to provide a general principle. Given that the sovereignty exception would operate – even without its inclusion in Article 125(3) – through the Geneva Convention in all transit agreements, the existence of Article 132 cannot be explained as a protection for agreements in violation of the sovereignty rider. Therefore, the inclusion of Article 132 can only be explained by assuming some level of specificity of the right to access enunciated in the Convention – this is the bare minimum that is specified in International Law and Article 132 formalizes the understanding that Part X of the Convention should be seen as a floor. A bare minimum, by its very definition, cannot be an abstract idea and, therefore, has a defined specificity for the purposes of International law. However, that specificity – while in existence – has evidently not yet received articulation, to the fullest extent.

Traditionally, this role would have been fulfilled by a decision of the ICJ or a resolution of one of the political branches of the UN. In its absence, States have used the interpretational elbow room to create the widely disparate systems we analyzed above. In many cases, these deny LLS the basic rights due to them under the Convention by transit States, either generally or episodically.\(^{123}\) Effectively therefore, transit States have used the modalities clause of Article 125 - which merely exists to formalize enforcement of the right of access – to deny the existence of the right itself, by placing arbitrary limitations on the enforcement of the right. This has been accomplished by either creating impermissibly wide exceptions in bilateral and multilateral agreements contracted in pursuance of the modalities clause or by simply keeping the agreements in abeyance.

\(^{122}\) UNCLOS, supra note 6, at art. 132.

B. Sovereignty Exception under Article 125(3) Presumes the Existence for the Right of Access

We argue that this is in contravention with existing international law because the sovereignty exception under Article 125(3) needs to be understood narrowly and harmoniously with the rights of LLS. The existing practice of using sovereignty to justify restrictive covenants or simply denying the right absent such an agreement goes against the letter and spirit of the Convention. A bare perusal of the textual provision itself demonstrates this. The modalities clause reads, “The terms and modalities for exercising freedom of transit shall be agreed between the land-locked States and transit States concerned through bilateral, subregional or regional agreements.”

The clause does not subject the right of access itself to agreements between parties. Instead, it presumes the existence of that right – which has been provided in the preceding clause – and only subjects an enforcement mechanism to be determined by the States themselves. That this distinction between execution and existence of a right was well known at the time the Convention was drafted can be borne out from the legislative history.

a. Legislative History

During the Second Session of the United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea, the representative of Cuba – discussing the scope of Part X – noted that the “general principle [of the right of access] should be confirmed in the Convention.”125 The representative further noted that bilateral agreements with the transit countries should regulate the “application of the principle in individual cases.”126 During the same session, the representatives from Zambia noted the importance of alternative routes and the ability of LLS to have “their option[s] open.”127 It is evident that such a statement presumes the existence of a distinction between the right inherited and its execution, since a right predicated on bilateral agreements would not require a clarification on alternative routes given that States are allowed to enter into agreements as they please. Several other statements also point to a common understanding that Part X enunciates such a distinction. The representative of Laos noted that the right was “an element of

124. UNCLOS, supra note 6, at art. 125(2).
126. Id.
127. Id. at 41, ¶ 65.
the sovereign equality of States.” 128 Afghanistan noted that subjecting the rights of LLS to bilateral or multilateral agreements would be “restrictive and discriminatory.” 129 Algeria also noted that the Conference’s task was to provide “universal recognition” of the right of access and “specified the modalities of its implementation,” 130 in a further nod to the prevalence of this distinction.

b. Further Evidence from the Pakistani Representative

Further evidence that the issue of a right-execution separation was at the core of discussions during the conference can be gleaned from a statement by the representative of Pakistan. During the Second Session, the representative of Pakistan said in the context of Part X,

[A]s a developing country, Pakistan appreciated the aspirations of developing land-locked States to improve the life of their peoples and it had always extended full transit facilities to its neighboring land-locked States, under bilateral agreements. It saw no justification for making the existence of transit facilities independent of agreement between the parties concerned . . . 131

This statement is intriguing for two reasons. First, given the context that Pakistan has often contested Afghanistan’s access to the sea, 132 it is noteworthy that it chose to contest it by using the phrase “existence of transit facilities,” instead of some formulation such as “existence of a right to access the sea.” The use of “transit facilities” is a clear nod to the idea that modalities of transit are distinct from the inherent right of transit. Second, even if this is not the case and Pakistan’s statement is interpreted as a demand for conditioning the right on agreements, a plain reading of the text of Article 125 demonstrates that this view was rejected by the final text of the Convention. As noted above, the article pointedly first recognizes a general right, 133 and then only subjects the “modalities for exercising” that right to agreements. 134 The very existence of the Modalities Clause, therefore, betrays the fact that any demand by countries to subject the general right to agreements was not incorporated into the final text of the Convention and does not constitute International Law. In practice therefore, the Modalities Clause – and consequently the sovereignty rider – have been used

128. Id. at 41, ¶ 64.
129. Id. at 42, ¶ 66.
130. Id. at 44, ¶ 76.
131. Id. at 43, ¶ 71 (emphasis added).
133. UNCLOS, supra note 6, at art. 125(1).
134. UNCLOS, supra note 6, at art. 125(3).
to cause undue delay or obstruction in the ability of LLS to exercise their right of transit.

c. The Modality Clause Must Be Interpreted to Preserve Its Effect, Not Nullify It

That such use of the Modalities Clause is unreasonably expensive is also borne out by the application of principles of statutory interpretation emphasized by the Vienna Convention. The basic rule here is object and purpose, aka, teleological interpretation.135 In Interpretation of Peace Treaties with Bulgaria, Hungary and Romania, the ICJ emphasized that teleological interpretations are governed by the maxim “ut res magis valet quam percat.”136 In the legal sense, this means that of two possible constructions, the statute must be interpreted in a way that preserves an effect, rather than nullifying it.137 Breaking down this principle, two principal aspects of the interpretational logic can be understood.138 One, that a treaty must necessarily be interpreted such that all its provisions are taken into account when making an interpretation — i.e., a statute has no redundant text. This is governed by the maxim that all provisions of a text are intended to achieve a common goal. Two, in a choice between multiple interpretations, one which best serves the purpose of the text in totality must be operative.139

Harking back to the textual analysis we considered above and applying the two governing principles to the UNCLOS, we see that the sovereignty rider and the modalities clause must necessarily be interpreted in a manner that retains the guarantee offered in Article 125(1)140 — the right of access. Furthermore, as was noted earlier in Part I, there is a clear intent on part of the framers to

137. Construction, BLACK’S LAW DICTIONARY (11th ed, 2019) (The relevant portion reads, “[Latin ’a construction that gives effect to the matter rather than having it fail’] (18c) A construction arrived at when alternative readings are possible, one of which (usu. the broader reading) would achieve the manifest purpose of the document and one of which (usu. the narrower reading) would reduce it to futility or absurdity, whereby the interpreter chooses the one that gives effect to the document’s purpose.”).
140. UNCLOS, supra note 6, at art. 125(1).
guarantee parity to LLS in the affairs of the Sea.\textsuperscript{141} The bevy of provisions in the Convention detailed above and the painstaking efforts to ensure the incorporation of concepts such as “common heritage of mankind” are demonstrative of the legislative intent to cement this parity. A harmonious reading of the three subsections of Article 125 of the Convention, therefore, requires that Transit States act in good faith and implement their obligation of implementing the right of access without undue delay, and in a reasonably competent and reliable manner to ensure the fullest possible enjoyment of that right by LLS. Given that sea-based trade routes dominate global trade and are critical for economic development, such use of oceans constitutes the “common heritage of mankind”. A right of transit that cannot guarantee reliable, and consistent access to the sea is functionally meaningless from this perspective and hinders the LLS’ ability to enjoy the common heritage.

Consequently, a correct interpretation of the Convention requires that its functional intent be respected. Therefore, the implementation must meet the Standards of Effective Enforcement outlined in Part II. An implementation which is consistent with such enforcement can be achieved only on a limited reading of the sovereignty exception, i.e., to prevent a LLS from exercising its right of transit, the Transit State must demonstrate a compelling and overriding State interest. This is what leads us to interpret the Sovereignty Rider and the Modalities Clause in a narrow manner.

This demonstrates that States which have hitherto acted in bad faith to unduly delay negotiations of transit agreements; or have subjected such agreements to broad, arbitrary exceptions and used said exceptions to deny free transit without good cause; are in violation of their obligations under prevailing International Law and are infringing on the rights of land-locked States. Such States have unilaterally expended the Modalities clause beyond its textual remit and are abusing the same to unduly deny the rights of other sovereign States.

V. \textbf{PART IV: THE UNITED NATIONS AS A REMEDY FOR EFFECTIVE ENFORCEMENT OF THE UNCLOS}

For land-locked States the redressal of this abuse lies not only in the four corners of the Convention. We argue that it is possible for the United Nations to step in and create a mechanism for actively facilitating negotiations under the Modalities Clause and to monitor that the agreements made therein correspond to a correct reading of the Convention. This argument can be articulated through the following three-fold reasoning:

\textsuperscript{141} See generally UNCLOS, supra note 6, at arts. 69, 71, 87, 124-132. (parenthetical).
Statutory International Law imposes an obligation on States to pursue cooperation in the interest of legitimate economic development goals of other countries. The United Nations is vested with the responsibility of ensuring such cooperation and has a broad range of powers in this regard;

Countries that lack access to the sea are significantly more economically disadvantaged, compared with the rest. As such, the UN is empowered and functionally responsible to redress the economic disadvantage arising out of lack of effective enforcement of the right to access the sea; and,

The UN therefore possesses an implied power to create mechanisms that can facilitate negotiations under the Modalities Clause. In so doing, the UN would be helping LLS to seek their right of access. Member States of the UN that are Transit States will be legally obligated to participate under such a process.

Let’s analyze each of the above individually.

1. **Part IVA Obligation for Economic Cooperation under International Law**

   The history of international cooperation for the purposes of economic prosperity and social progress is well documented. In the post war era, the principle found its most emphatic articulation in the Charter of the Nations. The Preamble refers to an aim of promoting “social progress and better standards in life for larger freedom”;\textsuperscript{142} and notes that the international system of cooperation ought to be used for “the promotion of the economic and social advancement of all peoples.”\textsuperscript{143} The advancement of economic interests as an end of international cooperation also finds reference in Article 1.\textsuperscript{144} That this is not a general enunciation, but essentially a call to tangible action in specific fields can be demonstrated that the Charter itself created an Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC) as one of the central pillars of the UN System.\textsuperscript{145} Chapter IX of the Charter is entirely dedicated to the promotion of International Economic and Social Cooperation. It contains remarkably far-reaching provisions, such as the compulsorily requirement that other international agencies in related fields

---

\textsuperscript{142} U.N. Charter preamble.
\textsuperscript{143} Id.
\textsuperscript{144} Id. at art. 1, ¶ 3.
\textsuperscript{145} Id. at art. 7, ¶ 1.
coordinate with the UN through the ECOSOC;\(^{146}\) and arming the UN with the power to foster coordination among the said agencies.\(^{147}\) Perhaps the most remarkable provision in this regard is the pledge by member nations to take “joint and separate action in cooperation”\(^{148}\) with the UN to achieve, inter alia, “higher standards of living, full employment, and conditions of economic and social progress and development.”\(^{149}\)

Since the UN Charter came into force, the obligation on States to foster international economic and social cooperation has further solidified and evolved. Its evolution has tended to focus on the special circumstances faced by Least Developed Countries (LDCs) and provide several accommodations for them, in a recognition of their special circumstances. The Bretton Woods Institutions – World Bank and the IMF – have special financial structures with committed institutional funds and procedures specifically for the purpose of encouraging economic growth in LDCs, with varying degrees of success.\(^{150}\) The World Trade Organization provides a litany of exemptions and staggered timelines for the implementation of its decisions in LDCs.\(^{151}\) New LDCs joining the WTO also exclusively enjoy significant leeway in implementing the previously decided agreements of the WTO.\(^{152}\) The UN Millennium Development Goals contained specific provisions for LDCs and Developing Countries.\(^{153}\) This approach has been continued with the Sustainable Development Goals as well, including commitments for financial and technological resources.\(^{154}\) International agreements addressing issues that may have a tangential economic impact also often ensure that provisions exist to mitigate any adverse impact on LDCs. Examples of such an

\(^{146}\) Id. at art. 57, ¶ 1; id. at art. 63, ¶ 1.

\(^{147}\) Id. at art. 58.

\(^{148}\) Id. at art. 56.

\(^{149}\) Id. at art. 57(a).


\(^{152}\) See, e.g., Victor Mosoti. The Legal Implications of Sudan’s Accession to the World Trade Organization, 103 Afr. Aff. 269 (2004); Brian Hindley, Accession to the WTO: Background 11-16 (2008).


approach can be found in climate change agreements, such as the Paris Agreement of 2015, among others.\textsuperscript{155} Similarly, in the realm of intellectual property, the Trade Related Aspects of the Intellectual Property System Agreement (TRIPS) and the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) have worked to ensure effective access to information and technologies that could otherwise have been prohibitively expensive for LDCs.\textsuperscript{156}

Above is a condensed analysis of the numerous ways in which international cooperation has been achieved for the purpose of economic progress of LDCs. That a separate carve-out for the economic benefit of LDCs is necessary is clearly borne out in consistent and repeated State practice. Furthermore, the invocations in the UN Charter, discussed above, also suggests that since at least 1945, there has been a statutory force driving this cooperation, lending the cooperation a color of legal obligation necessary for it to be considered a practice “\textit{opinio juris}.” Therefore, in addition to being statutorily mandated by the numerous agreements themselves, cooperation to ensure that economic and social justice is secured for LDCs and their citizens has been carried out by States as a consistent practice amounting to \textit{opinio juris}. As has been analyzed in the section titled “Textual Analysis” above, consistent State practice with \textit{opinio juris} is evidence of the existence of a Customary International Law.\textsuperscript{157} Therefore, it can be argued with sufficient strength that a State is obligated under Customary International Law to provide its cooperation in ensuring that LDCs receive the necessary space to ensure economic and social development of their citizens. Per contra, any attempt to deny them the means of such development would be a violation of their rights and on part of the offending State, a violation of international law.

2. Part IVB Significant Overlap between LDCs and LLS

Studies have drawn a correlation between the level of development of a country and its status as a land-locked or coastal State.\textsuperscript{158} The LLS’ inability to access the High Seas severely hampers its ability to participate in international commerce. LLS are distant from the Sea, but certain remote areas of very large coastal States like Russia, China, Brazil, etc. are equally if not more distant. M.L. Faye et al. have shown that, “Distance alone, however,

\textsuperscript{155} See, e.g., Helena Wright et. al., \textit{Impact of Climate Change on Least Developed Countries, Are the SDGs Possible?}, INT’L INST. ENV. & DEV. (2015).
\textsuperscript{157} See Cook, supra note 89 (provides elements required to prove \textit{opinio juris}).
\textsuperscript{158} See e.g., infra note 1592;
cannot explain why landlocked countries are at a disadvantage compared with equally remote, inland regions of large countries. 159

In addition to geography, LLS also must grapple with other hurdles that operate within the countries they need to use for transit. These include issues like the state of transport infrastructure; bureaucratic and administrative hurdles such as customs, taxes, and checkpoints; relations between the LLS and the transit state; political stability, and security within the transit states and along the routes. 160

The condition of transport infrastructure in the transit State, especially along the routes used by the LLS are important in determining the cost of using those routes and the time taken for goods to travel through the route. Poor infrastructure raises both costs and time, affecting the competitiveness of the exports in the international market, and make it difficult, expensive and even longer for imports to reach LLS. 161 Transportation levies like customs and taxes also add to the costs of trading, whereas procedural and bureaucratic requirements like frequent checkpoints, upfront payment of customs, etc. create delays and other problems for efficiency. For example, containers from landlocked Afghanistan are subject to an arduous procedure while using Pakistani ports which increases delay and costs. 162

Deterioration of political relations can lead to the imposition of blockages or embargos and LLS remain vulnerable to such tactics, such as when Mongolia was forced to apologize to the People’s Republic of China in 2016 for a visit of the Dalai Lama in Ulaanbaatar. 163 Further, the security situation especially along the transit route can affect the LLS access to the sea. Outbreaks of protests, rioting, or an insurgency in a transit State can disrupt the movement of goods along the route, even if the Transit State and the LLS maintain friendly relations.

These factors have had a bearing on the economic development of LLS. LLS have lower GDP than their coastal neighbors, and "landlocked countries generally have significantly lower levels of

160. Id. at 40.
development than the maritime countries of their region.”

3. Part IVC Implied Powers of the UN

The discussion surrounding the implied powers of international organizations is a long-winded one. Two principal actors of international law are international organizations and States. The latter are often considered to be the principal actors in International Law and have full-fledged legal personality. The legal personality of international organizations, however, depends on certain factors and is a matter of debate among scholars. Even when an international organization is deemed to have an independent legal personality, its extent and the accompanying rights are not automatically decided. Scholars and jurists disagree on whether the character of personality possessed by international organizations is equal or subordinate to that of States. While fascinating in and of itself, this is not a debate that falls within the remit of this Article. However, the debate is relevant as it informs our understanding of implied powers possessed by international organizations. For the purposes of this study, our focus will be on analyzing the implied powers doctrine with respect to the United Nations.

a. The Implied Powers Doctrine is Incorporated in the U.S. Constitution by the Necessary and Proper Clause

The Implied Powers Doctrine finds an emphatic and well-known statutory incorporation in the U.S. Constitution. Known as the Necessary and Proper Clause, it provides, "[t]o make all Laws which shall be necessary and proper for carrying into Execution the foregoing Powers, and all other Powers vested by this Constitution in the Government of the United States, or any Department or Officer thereof.”

A look at the legislative history of the U.S. Constitution points

164. Faye et al., supra note 159, at 36.
167. Ingrid Detter, LAW-MAKING BY INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS 2 (1965) (“The fact that, for example, an organization has international personality does not indicate that it will enjoy any particular rights.”); O’CONNELL, INTERNATIONAL LAW, 109 (1965) (“It is a mistake to jump to the conclusion that an organization has personality and then to deduce specific capacities from an a priori conception of the concomitants of personality.”).
168. U.S. CONST., art. 1, §8, cl. 18.
to considerable discussion on the existence and scope of this clause. The two principal camps of the U.S. Constitutional Convention – Federalists and Anti-Federalists – sparred over its inclusion in the Constitution. The latter feared that its language would grant carte blanche to the Federal Government in imposing its will upon the States. The notoriety of the clause is evident in the nickname it received from the anti-Federalists – the “Sweeping Clause.” Addressing these fears in the context of the power of taxation, Alexander Hamilton wrote that the clause is, “[O]nly declaratory of a truth which would have resulted by necessary and unavoidable implication from the very act of constituting a federal government, and vesting it with certain specified powers.”

This phraseology suggests that while the clause may find its first written exposition in the U.S. Constitution, the framers were referencing a well-understood notion of law – presumably Anglo-Saxon law – prevalent at the time. The suspicion is confirmed when one looks at James Madison’s commentary on the subject. He notes, “No axiom is more clearly established by law, or in reason, than that wherever the end is required, the means are authorized; wherever a general power to do a thing is given, every particular power necessary for doing it is included.”

There is some agreement that the clause was borrowed from agency law principles in common law, existing at the time. The Implied Powers Doctrine has since been a critical feature of American jurisprudence. The position safeguarding States’ rights in the U.S. has tended to limit federal powers by arguing that a congressional action qualifies the standard only if it is incidental to an enumerated power. On the other hand, those arguing for a greater federal role in governance have taken the view that only an explicit prohibition can defeat a congressional recourse to necessity. Among these two extreme positions lie several other interpretations and the U.S. Supreme Court’s jurisprudence has also shifted with the political character of the Court. In the
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context of international organizations – given the absence of a written statute to consult – the existence of implied powers has been more complex. Rules of interpretation have been employed, which allow for the use of implied powers. Before proceeding to this discussion however, it is important to establish if the United Nations as an organization has a legal personality and if so, the extent of that personality.

b. Repatriations Case Determines Whether the UN has a Legal Personality

The clearest enunciation of the legal personality of the United Nations came in the decision of the ICJ in the Repatriations Case. The court was convened to discuss if the UN has the competence to bring an international claim for damages suffered by the organization and its agents in the performance of services to the organization, at the hands of States, some of which could also be members of the UN.

c. Analysis of Four Conditions

One of the issues framed by the court was if the UN possessed the requisite international personality – as distinct from its constituent member States – to bring forth an international claim for damages. In analyzing this issue, the court looked at four conditions surrounding the organization’s formation and existence. It noted that the Charter had created an organization that was a) not only a meeting point for member States for the achievement of certain ends enumerated in Article 1; but that it also b) possessed specific organs; c) clothed with specific and specialized functions; d) in which the member States occupied a position that was detached from the organization itself, in certain respects. On the basis of these four findings, the court concluded that the UN was substantially more than a meeting ground where its members


180. Id.

181. Id. at 176-77, 185.

could hash out issues, and as such constituted an actor in its own right. The analysis of the court corresponds to – and perhaps motivated – Brownlie’s characterization that proof of an international legal personality in an organization can be found by locating “the existence of legal powers exercisable on the international plane.”

d. Assessment of Scope After Legal Personality is Recognized

Once a discernible legal personality is ascribed to the United Nations, an assessment of its scope becomes important. In this regard, the court’s opinion in the Repatriations Case is not as helpful from the perspective of deriving a general picture. However, Mr. Rama-Montaldo, former Dep. Director at the UN Office of Legal Affairs, analyzes the court’s reasoning by pointing to an intriguing conclusion. He divides the ruling into the following: rights arising out of the legal personality; and, rights not arising from legal personality but linked with the purposes and functions of the organization. In the context of determining whether the UN had the right to claim for its agents – given that the agent concerned could also have claimed through her State, instead of the UN – the court raised a point about implicit powers. This inquiry required the Court to determine if the provisions of the Charter and powers ascribed to the UN allowed it to afford protection to its agents when they were working for the organization. The court noted that such a power was afforded to the UN as a “necessary intendment” of the Charter. Rama-Montaldo concludes the court opinion by noting that, “... along with certain non-expressed rights which arise from the very international personality of an organization, there are other non-expressed rights which can only be inferred from the purposes and functions of each organization.”

So, by virtue of its legal personality, UN gained standing to state a claim against members, generally. By virtue of rights inferred from the purposes and functions, UN gained the right to protect its agents in its own right. Considering that our discussion hinges on the ability of the UN to use its powers and functions under Part X of the Charter to create a mechanism compelling transit States to come to the negotiating table, we will focus on the latter aspect. To do so, we will have to examine the standards for application of the implied powers doctrine.
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e. UN Gained the Right to Protect its Agents Via the

*Implied Powers Doctrine*

In the *Repatriations Case*, the ICJ elucidated the “necessary implication” standard for determining the application of the doctrine.\(^{191}\) The court summarized this by concluding, “[u]nder international law, the Organization must be deemed to have those powers which, though not expressly provided in the Charter, are conferred upon it by necessary implication, as being essential to the performance of its duties.”\(^ {192}\)

What constitutes “necessary implication” was debated even within the bench during this case.\(^ {193}\) The majority opinion notes that when performing an entrusted function, it was clear that the organization must have the ability to exercise functional protection of its agents. Such an exercise, according to the court, is a “necessary intendment” of the Charter.\(^ {194}\) The majority interpretation therefore presumes only a proximate relationship between an enumerated function and the implied power sought to be exercised. This is a comparatively liberal interpretation of the Implied Powers Doctrine because it opens space for the Organization’s discretion in choosing the mechanism through which it wishes to exercise the ability – in this case, the functional protection of its agents. The distinction is borne out in Judge Hackworth’s dissenting judgement. Criticizing the majority judgment, he argues that international organizations are formed of certain enumerated and delegated powers and “powers not expressed cannot be freely implied.”\(^ {195}\) The only scenario where implied powers may be exercised is one where it flows from, and is “necessary to the exercise of powers expressly granted.”\(^ {196}\) Thus, Judge Hackworth’s conception of the doctrine would require an actual necessity of the power exercised specifically, thereby eliminating the discretion granted to the organization by the majority. This is also reflected in the conclusion at which Judge Hackworth subsequently arrives. He notes that given the absence of a necessity for the UN to claim on behalf of the agent [since the agent has an alternative remedy to claim through her member State], the power could not be implied to have existed with the UN.\(^ {197}\)

The two views presented above would become easier to understand if the words “functions” and “powers” are understood to
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have distinct meanings. When the majority speaks of the need for
the UN to “exercise a measure of functional protection of its
agents,” they are referring to a “Function” proper. This function
is then implemented by the organization by using the power to sue
for claims on behalf of the agent concerned. The majority’s
reasoning therefore first contemplates the existence of an “implied
function” of protecting the agents arising out of a function
“entrusted to the Organization.” This is then implemented by an
implied power of suing to claim on behalf of the agent. On the other
hand, Judge Hackworth seems to suggest that it would be wrong to
adopt such an approach because powers exercisable by the UN
should be limited to those directly flowing from, and necessary for
the implementation of the expressed powers. He does not seem to
agree with the idea that an expressed function of the UN may give
rise to implied functions, which then create space for the application
of the implied powers doctrine.

This distinction is also borne out further in the Effect of
Awards Case where the court was called to decide if the General
Assembly possessed the authority to create a tribunal with the
capacity to render binding judgements on the Organization. The
tribunal was sought for the purpose of adjudicating disputes
between the UN and its staff. The majority relied on the
Repatriations Case and held that effective adjudication of disputes
among Staff and the Organization was essential to the ensure the
“efficient working of the Secretariat”; as such, the capacity to
establish a tribunal arose as a “necessary intendment” of the
Charter. Here again, Judge Hackworth disagreed. He argued
that Article 22 of the Charter gave an express power to the
General Assembly to establish subsidiary organs for the
performance of the Organization’s functions, when and of the
character deemed necessary by the Assembly. In the face of this
express power, according to Judge Hackworth, it was wrong to
invoke the implied powers doctrine.

The distinction between “Functions” and “Powers” has been
one that academics and jurists have grappled with for quite some
time. In the context of the UN, it has been elucidated by Ferrari-
Bravo and Giardina using the Certain Expenses of the United
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The Right to Access the Sea

Nations\textsuperscript{205} case,\textsuperscript{206} However, while the analysis above borrows from their distinction between \textit{poteri impliciti} (implied powers) and \textit{funzioni impliciti} (implied functions) and is helpful in understanding the differing logic of the majority and the minority, it is legally untenable in the context of the UN. This is because, as Rama-Montaldo points out, the UN Charter does not allow for this distinction because it uses the words “Functions and Powers” interchangeably.\textsuperscript{207} Therefore, while it is important from the perspective of understanding the scope of the Implied Powers Doctrine generally, the lexical distinction is not relevant for the UN.\textsuperscript{208} There has been some argument that a distinction between \textit{implied competence} and \textit{included competence} may be better suited to the UN Context.\textsuperscript{209} Drawn by Mr. Rouyer-Hameray, the distinction seeks to explain certain competences as being expressly attributed to the Organization (included), and certain others flowing as necessities from the former (implied).\textsuperscript{210} Intriguing as it may be, the lexical difference does not do much to define the scope of the implied powers doctrine which, given the prevailing opinion of the court, seems to be set on a liberally constructed outlook. Further discussion on this subject, therefore, would be beyond the purview of this Article.\textsuperscript{211}

The one limitation which seems to have emerged; however, pertains to specialization. In the \textit{WHO Case} of 1996,\textsuperscript{212} the ICJ
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considered a request by the World Health Organization to declare the use of nuclear weapons as violative of international law as well as the WHO Constitution.\textsuperscript{213} In declining the adjudication as being ultra vires the WHO’s competence, the ICJ evolved the principle of specialty.\textsuperscript{214} The court held that, unlike States, international organizations do not possess general competence.\textsuperscript{215} As such, their powers were entrusted by the States and the limits of such powers were a function of the common interest whose promotion those States entrust to them the organization concerned.\textsuperscript{216}

VI. PART IVD: A UN FACILITATED NEGOTIATION MECHANISM

Now, the UNCLOS was born out of negotiations coordinated and conducted under the aegis of the United Nations, and subsidiary organs of the Organization. As such, its goals, aspirations, and framework were designed by the Organization as a collective and the Convention incorporates the will of its signatories. We have already discussed in detail the scope of Convention and elaborated upon its textual intent of bringing parity among coastal States, LLS, and other geographically disadvantaged States. In the context of LLS in particular, the Convention contains detailed provisions – analyzed above – that seek to eliminate their geographical limitations and provide them with access to the “common heritage of mankind” located at sea. In doing so, the Convention recognizes the sovereignty of transit States, but as discussed above, this has been expanded beyond its rightful remit.

Furthermore, the United Nations has an obligation under Part X of its Charter to foster cooperation for the achievement of better socio-economic development across the world. In order to carry out this task, it has been vested with wide ranging powers exercised by a multitude of organizations. An emphatic approval of this mandate also comes from the long history of work undertaken by the organization in this regard which we have discussed in Part IVA above. We have also noted that access to the sea is a critical factor in improving a State’s economic and social conditions and LLS have consistently lagged on this front, despite the guarantee afforded to them under the Convention.\textsuperscript{217} Therefore, it is well-within the competence of the United Nations.
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Nations to use its implied powers based on its duties under Part X of the UN Charter to effectuate the numerous initiatives it has taken subsequently undertaken to remedy the economic and social losses incurred by LLS due to the inadequate implementation of their right of access. For this purpose, the UN should immediately institute a compulsory negotiation process, where it acts as a facilitator to negotiations under the Modalities Clause of the Convention. Given the broad scope of obligations that transit States have under the UN Charter and the Convention, for reasons highlighted above, any Transit State (which is also a member of the UN and signatory to the Convention) which refuses to participate in this process would be in clear violation of international law. In addition, bad faith attempts at delaying, or any attempt at denying the LLS of a proper right of access would also constitute a similar violation. A UN-facilitated process alone can ensure timely and proper implementation of the spirit of the Convention and respect the rights and sovereignty of all member States. Given the level of economic costs incurred by LLS due to inadequate access to the sea, it is also incumbent upon the UN to fulfill its mandate in this regard.

VII. PART V: THE LAW OF NECESSITY AND EXIGENT CIRCUMSTANCES

The narrow sovereignty exception of “compelling and overriding interest” as envisaged in the UNCLOS can be further squeezed, if not altogether eliminated in situations where Necessity would operate. Such “emergency situations” are ones where we argue that a landlocked State has to resort to means of seeking access to the sea even if that means doing so in complete disregard of the sovereignty or territorial integrity of the transit State. In practice, it will be difficult for a landlocked developing country to be able to overcome the obstacles to its access placed by a more powerful and resource laden transit State, especially without assistance from a third country. This, however, does not mean that international law cannot recognize the availability of such a remedy.

A. The Doctrine of Necessity

The Doctrine of Necessity acts as a remedy for a State to escape from its obligations under international law. This doctrine has a long history that stretches as far back as the seventeenth century to the works of Hugo Grotius. 218 The International Law Commission too, has enshrined it in its report the “Draft Articles on

218. HUGO GROTIUS, DE JURE BELLI AC PACIS (Jean Barbeyrae & Richard Tuck eds., 1965).
Responsibility of States for Internationally Wrongful Acts.\textsuperscript{219} Initially, the Doctrine of Necessity was tied to the right of a State to act in self-preservation. According to Roman Boed, "That is to say, when a threat to self-preservation arose, it was considered justified to take any steps necessary to preserve one's existence, even if such steps would have been unlawful had they been taken in the absence of a threat to self-preservation."\textsuperscript{220} Most early scholars like Grotius\textsuperscript{221} and Vattel,\textsuperscript{222} among others, agreed around this basic notion of Necessity. As the ILC itself explained,

This idea had its origin in the nineteenth century in the widespread belief that there were certain "fundamental rights" and that they necessarily prevailed over the State's other rights. The so-called "right" defined as the "right of existence", or more often as the "right of self-preservation"... was, it was held, the subjective right that should take precedence over the subjective rights of another State.\textsuperscript{223}

\textbf{B. Early Notions of the Necessity Doctrine}

The early notions of Necessity became the basis for a series of international legal precedent and state practice. As early as the Neptune Arbitration of 1797, the Commissioners reflected upon the writings of Grotius and deliberated the applicability of Necessity; though they rejected its applicability on the facts of the case but upheld it as a maxim of international law.\textsuperscript{224} Over the years, as Sykes describes,

Necessity has been invoked to justify a wide range of actions under circumstances that seemingly satisfy this criterion, including a brief incursion into the territory of another state to interdict support for rebels (the Caroline case), measures to protect animal populations from serious overfishing or hunting to extinction (the Fisheries Jurisdiction and Russian Fur Seals cases), the destruction of a foundering ship to prevent a massive oil spill (the Torrey Canyon case), and the appropriation of foreign property that was necessary to provide subsistence to troops engaged in resisting a rebellion (the
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The International Law Commission, however, sought to expand the applicability of the Doctrine of Necessity. Article 25\textsuperscript{226} of the Articles on Responsibility of States for Internationally Wrongful Conduct (or Articles of State Responsibility) reads:

1. Necessity may not be invoked by a State as a ground for precluding the wrongfulness of an act not in conformity with an international obligation of that State unless the act:

   (a) is the only way for the State to safeguard an essential interest against a grave and imminent peril;

   and

   (b) does not seriously impair an essential interest of the State or States towards which the obligation exists, or of the international community as a whole.

2. In any case, necessity may not be invoked by a State as a ground for precluding wrongfulness if:

   (a) the international obligation in question excludes the possibility of invoking necessity; or

   (b) the State has contributed to the situation of necessity.

\textit{C. Expansion of the Necessity Doctrine}

The ILC's attempted expansion of this doctrine has led to a series of controversies and debates from the force of Necessity to its scope and applicability. The ILC in its report sought to expand the scope of Necessity from its traditional applicability when a State is facing a threat to its existence, to one where it is trying to safeguard an "essential interest."\textsuperscript{227} Roberto Ago, in his Addendum to the Eighth report on State responsibility suggests this expansion by stating that "essential interest" would include threats to the 'political or economic survival, the continued functioning of its essential services, the maintenance of internal peace, the survival of a sector of its population, the preservation of the environment of


\textsuperscript{226} ILC Report 2001, supra note 219, at 28 (art. 25).
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its territory or a part thereof, etc."

The tribunal in LG&E v. Argentina drew upon the works of Robert Ago, Julio Barboza, and James Crawford and concluded that "[w]hat qualifies as an ‘essential’ interest is not limited to those interests referring to the State’s existence. As evidence demonstrates, economic, financial or those interests related to the protection of the State against any danger seriously compromising its internal or external situation, are also considered essential interests." In Impregilo S.p.A. v. Argentine Republic, the tribunal held that "the term ‘essential interest’ can encompass not only the existence and independence of a State itself, but also other subsidiary but nonetheless ‘essential’ interests, such as the preservation of the State’s broader social, economic and environmental stability."

Necessity must not only be used by a State to defend its "essential interest," but it must also do so against a "grave and imminent peril." "Grave peril" implies the gravity of potential damage to the essential interest. It appears the ILC has just adopted this condition from the "extreme necessity" qualification of Grotius on the acquisition of property of neutral states at the time of War. The ICJ in the GabCikovo-Nagymaros Project judgement held that "imminence is synonymous with ‘immediacy’ or ‘proximity’ and goes far beyond the concept of possibility." That does not exclude, in the view of the Court, that a "peril" appearing in the long term might be held to be "imminent" as soon as it is established, at the relevant point in time, that the realization of that peril, however far off it might be, is not thereby any less certain and inevitable. Although, the applicability of this provision will be highly dependent on the precise nature of facts and circumstances under which the State chooses to invoke Necessity.

States invoking Necessity must also establish that their actions were the “only way” of protecting their essential interest from a grave and imminent peril. This means that the State has to show that no lawful alternative was available to the State. The ILC further explains that
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the adoption by that State of conduct not in conformity with an international obligation binding it to another State must definitely have been its only means of warding off the extremely grave and imminent peril which it apprehended; in other words, the peril must not have been escapable by any other means, even a more costly one, that could be adopted in compliance with international obligations.  

However, scholars continue to debate on the nature of strictness applied to the interpretation of the “only way” condition. Ryan Manton discusses at length the strict approach adopted by the tribunals in the CMS, Enron and Sempra cases, as well as the lenient approach adopted by the tribunal in the *LG&E v. Argentina Arbitration*. Manton concludes that,

>[t]here is clearly a middle ground to be reached between the uncontrollable looseness of the LG & E tribunal’s approach and the unrealistic strictness of the approach taken by the CMS, Enron and Sempra tribunals. The preceding discussion has contended that an appropriate middle ground can be reached by recognizing that ‘only’ means ‘only’, but also that the ‘only’ way must be understood as the only feasible and effective way.  

Although the scope of the “only way” condition is the subject of an enthralling discussion, it goes beyond the scope of this Article.

Another qualification that has to be satisfied by the State invoking Necessity is the condition of balancing interests.

According to Bin Cheng, “[a]s States are equal, the conflicting interests are thus also of equal importance.” However, as Ryan Manton demonstrates, “necessity is designed to apply only in the most exceptional of situations. It is inherently unlikely that a State against which necessity is invoked will also happen to face a comparably, let alone more, exceptional situation.”

LLS could use the Necessity clause to claim temporary access to the sea. This would be prevalent in the cases where the lack of access is causing or will necessarily cause severe hardship to the citizens of the country. LLS are dependent on access to the coastline for economically securing a supply of many essential goods and commodities. In 2017, when Pakistan closed its border with Afghanistan, despite having a Transit Agreement, it led to an economic crisis in Afghanistan. Dr. Suraya Dalil, the Ambassador and Permanent Representative of Afghanistan to the UN office at Geneva, said, “[m]oreover, closing the entry points at the Durand
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line had adverse effects on the entire economy and population of Afghanistan. After a few days, shortages occurred of basic goods, pushing their prices to levels where many Afghans cannot afford them.”

In such cases, where the lack of access to a coastline could lead to a situation of complete political or economic breakdown, it would become legally possible for a LLS to claim access to the sea, in order to mitigate a humanitarian crisis. It is now accepted that a severe economic crisis can be used by a State to invoke Necessity. Circumstances such as what was faced by Afghanistan would meet not just the threshold of “essential interest” contained in Article 25, but also the much higher benchmark of an existential threat to the State. According to Vattel,

The earth was designed to feed its inhabitants; and he who is in want of everything is not obliged to starve because all property is vested in others. When, therefore, a nation is in absolute want of provisions, she may compel her neighbors, who have more than they want for themselves, to supply her with a fair share of them at a fair price: she may even take it by force, if they will not sell.

Such situations not only lead to a “grave and imminent peril” but often enough also fulfil the “only way” condition. Examples of Afghanistan, Mongolia, among others have shown that the lack of access to the sea can bring a LLS’s economy to a point of near total breakdown, therefore causing “grave and imminent peril.” Alternative routes or methods, such as airlifting often also remain unfeasible, especially in economic crises as they make importing essential commodities unaffordable to the population. Faced with such exceptional situations, we argue, LLS would be well placed to resort to a plea of Necessity as an “Emergency Provision.”
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VIII. PART VI: THE STRATEGIC CASE FOR INDIA

India has geopolitical interests in many LLS. Nepal and Bhutan are two LLS that border India. India also has strategic interests in Afghanistan, with whom India would effectively share a small border, were it not for territory currently occupied by Pakistan (see Map 1).

Map 1 (India-Afghanistan-Pakistan trijunction) – Source: Google Earth

Further, the resource rich Central Asian countries are important for India from an economic perspective; and India has also attempted to build a strategic relationship with Mongolia. Further, India has also been working to expand its footprint in Africa, which is also home to several LLS. Pioneering the rights of LLS not only helps India advance its strategic interests vis-a-vis these LLS but also increases its stature globally. Through this paper, we discuss the scenario in Nepal, Afghanistan, and Mongolia, along with India’s interests and how India can make headway on them by supporting the Rights of these LLS to Access the Sea.

1. The Case for Nepal

Nepal is a major landlocked country in South Asia. Often

described as a “yam between two boulders,” it is surrounded by two larger and more powerful neighbors, India and China. Nepal’s links with India, however, run much deeper than those with China. Not only is Nepal surrounded by India on three sides, it also has deep cultural, ethnic, and historical links: apart from the commercial and political associations the two countries have enjoyed for decades. Nepal’s foreign relations are largely shaped by its geographical considerations. Located in the Himalayas with its natural orientation towards India, Nepal has remained heavily dependent on its Southern neighbor, especially for its international commerce. So much that even India’s main rival in South Asia and Nepal’s only other neighboring country, the People’s Republic of China, has shown reluctance to intervene in Nepal as a counterweight to India, despite official Nepali insistence. As Constantino Xavier reports, “[s]uccessive generations of Nepalese leaders have, therefore, been politely cold-shouldered with typical Chinese aphorisms such as ‘there are two sides to a mountain, and you should always know on which side you are on’ or ‘distant waters don’t help put out a fire on your doorstep.’”

Nepal’s orientation towards India has resulted in the former’s complete dependence on the latter for access to international markets. As a result, many scholars often suggest that Nepal is not just landlocked, but “India locked.” Prior to the 1950s, most of Nepal’s trade was with India and a small portion with Tibet and hence no transit arrangements were needed. In 1950, India and Nepal signed a Treaty of Trade and Commerce, by which India allowed Nepal transit rights through its territory and the use of Indian ports for the export of Nepali goods. This was the first of many such agreements signed between the two countries; the latest of these were two separate treaties of trade and Transit signed in
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1999, but revised subsequently. Over the years, while India continued to be among its largest trade partners, Nepal was also heavily dependent on India for international commerce and third-party trade. Since the 1950s, Nepal has used Indian infrastructure and ports to export to third party countries, due to the geographical circumstances of Nepal. While the two countries share an open border and citizens of both countries can travel and reside in each other’s territories without visa or passport, this openness and dependence has made Nepal vulnerable to pressures from India.

For decades, India enjoyed a monopoly over Nepal’s access to the sea. Much of this was prompted by geography. The Himalayas acting as South Asia’s natural boundary made it difficult for Nepal to access China via Tibet. For Nepal, access to the sea via India was not just financially viable, but infrastructurally allowed for a shorter route, easier terrain, and availability of multiple streams which historically aided river navigation (see Map 2). While Nepal did succeed in diversifying international markets for its goods, India remained its only access to those markets. India’s monopoly endured over the decades, despite highs and lows in the bilateral relationship between the two countries, which includes a thirteen-month long blockade starting in 1989.
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However, Nepal renewed and made concerted efforts to seek an alternative route to access the sea after the 2015 Madhesi Blockade of Nepal. Madhesi’s, an ethnic group in the Terai foothills of Nepal had been clashing with two other groups in the region, the Tharus and the Kirantis over competing demands related to the new Constitution that Nepal had yet to pass. The Madhesis had long asked for proportional representation in legislative bodies, but their major demand was for a separate province within Nepal which was separate from areas dominated by the Tharu community.


Thus, on September 20, 2015, when the Nepali Constitution was passed, the Madhesis who felt that their demands had not been met started an agitation. This agitation quickly turned into a blockade of Nepal, which meant that the landlocked state was short of fuel and supplies coming in from outside including India. Nepal maintained that the 2015 blockade was an “unofficial Indian blockade,” due to India’s support for the Madhesis community in Nepal. Madhesis, as an ethnic group, are viewed not just as pro-India but also of Indian descent. They also have cultural, ethnic, and linguistic ties to people living in the Indian States of Uttar Pradesh and Bihar. The Indian government, on the other hand, denied any involvement and maintained that the blockade was a result of internal strife within Nepal, creating fear for those wanting to carry cargo into Nepal.

However, the Nepali Government and the people squarely blamed this blockade on Nepal. Protests erupted in Nepal and abroad against what was seen as India acting like a “big brother” and interfering in Nepal’s internal affairs. Nepal’s economy, which was already struggling due to the devastating earthquake earlier in 2015, was hit very hard by the blockade. There was a massive shortage of essential commodities across the country, especially of food and fuel causing a lot of hardship to the common


people. Nepal’s Ambassador to India said that “the economic cost of the blockade is more than the cost we had to incur due to the massive quake.”277 According to Telegraph India, “[t]he loss to the Nepal economy because of the blockade is being pegged wildly at anywhere between USD 2 billion and 10 billion, depending on who one speaks to.”278 Nepal’s GDP growth rate also plummeted from 6% in 2014, to 3.3% in 2015, to a further low of 0.6% in 2016.279

The 2015 blockade was a watershed moment for Nepal’s foreign policy and its relations with India. As India was considered responsible for the blockade, the relations between the two countries also became bitter.280 Nepal actively started searching for alternative routes to get supplies of essential commodities, not just to meet the immediate emergent demand but also for the long term.281 The main impetus for this was to reduce, if not bring an end to, dependence on India. However, by now the scenario in South Asia had undergone a change. China, Nepal’s northern neighbor, had earlier been reluctant to intervene on behalf of Nepal in its tensions with India due to the pragmatism of geopolitics.282 Post the 2015 blockade, however, China had become more powerful and capable of committing more resources to Nepal. Furthermore, technological advances in infrastructure, communication, and transportation had made it much easier now to navigate the Himalayas and access Nepal via China.283

As a result, Nepal took a number of steps towards gradually ending Indian monopoly on Nepal. In October 2015, Nepal signed an agreement with China for the supply of petroleum products, which ended India’s four decade old monopoly in this sector.284 This
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was followed by Nepalese Prime Minister, KP Sharma Oli’s visit to Beijing, where he signed a number of Agreements with China focused on improving transport and connectivity, including access to Chinese ports. Transport infrastructure to improve connectivity between the two countries started almost immediately and progress has been ongoing. This includes a number of strategically important projects such as a high-speed railway line connecting Xigaze, Tibet’s second largest city to Kathmandu, Nepal’s capital. This was followed by an announcement in 2018, wherein China allowed Nepal access to the Chinese ports of Tianjin, Shenzhen, Lianyungang and Zhanjiang; thereby, at least in theory, ending Indian monopoly on Nepal’s access to the Sea.

Chinese ports can neither immediately nor entirely replace Nepal’s dependence on Indian ports, but it can surely reduce India’s coercive power vis-à-vis Nepal. Infrastructure along the route from Nepal to the ports of China needs to be developed, and there are various doubts about the feasibility of this project as far as distances and costs are concerned. However, despite these


hurdles, it has its own advantages for Nepal, chief of which is the end of Indian monopoly.

Afraid of losing its hegemonic cloud, India has taken various steps to discourage Nepal from taking the China route. These are also aimed at repairing Indo-Nepal relations and its image as a country which interferes in Nepal’s internal matters. As a result, India has decided to revamp and expand the infrastructure that connects Nepal to the Indian ports. In 2016, India also opened up the port of Visakhapatnam, in addition to Kolkata for Nepal to export its cargo and therefore have access to the sea.

Nepal, however, has made it clear that while it welcomes India’s attempts to improve ties with Nepal and facilitate its access to the sea, it also wishes to explore the opportunity of accessing the sea via China. Kamal Thapa, Nepal’s foreign minister, said “We (Nepal) would like to take advantage from both our neighbors but not at the cost of each other. Nepal does not have a policy of playing cards against each other.” Irrespective of whether the 2015 blockade had Indian backing or not, the sheer hardship faced by the people of Nepal and its devastating impact on the economy means that it is highly unlikely that Nepal would get discouraged from looking for an alternate route to access the Sea.

Nepal has historically as well been at odds with India in cases involving transit access, and the issue has been a source of friction between the two countries. Although the India route might appear more advantageous and economical for Nepal to access the sea, at least until the infrastructure across the proposed China route is fully developed, it appears highly unlikely that Nepal will be persuaded into abandoning the China route completely.

It is in the light of these circumstances that India must look to reorient its policy towards Nepal, especially over the issues of Trade and Transit. While Nepal, along with other LLS has been demanding a Right to Access the Sea along, India should look to
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support Nepal along with other LLS in this endeavor. Such a move will help India win back a lot of goodwill lost during the 2015 blockade, which was seen as India trying to coerce Nepal by cutting off its access to the Sea, and therefore essential supplies. If India offers support or even takes the initiative towards allowing LLS’ access to the Sea, then it would convince Nepal that India no longer wishes to hold Nepal hostage over the issues of Transit and Trade. This would improve relations between the two countries and even solicit Nepal’s cooperation over matters of greater importance to India such as the security of the Himalayas.

India’s support to Nepal’s right to access the sea would work to increase India’s ‘soft power’ over Nepal at a time when its ability to exercise ‘hard power’ will be met with tough resistance due to the Chinese inroads in Nepal. As a result, Nepal would be more amenable to appreciate Indian concerns over the presence of China and be more cooperative when India asks for safeguards.

Such a position would also make India look like a better financial alternative to China. Despite China having much greater economic capacity than its regional rival, China’s ‘debt trap diplomacy’ has been a concern for countries that seek Chinese investment. In Pakistan, the China -Pakistan Economic Corridor has been dubbed as the new East India Company.296 This comment is significant because despite being a close ally of China, the view in Pakistan is that Chinese investment resembles the very corporation that brought 200 years of British Colonialism to South Asia. Further South, China managed to secure a 99-year lease for a port it built in Sri Lanka as the Sri Lankan government struggled to pay off Chinese debt, often seen as a classic example of a ‘debt trap.’297 In this context, if India was to be able to reassure Nepal that it supports Nepal’s right to access the sea, its investments and involvement in Nepal and along the route to the Sea would appear to be a much more benign and friendly endeavor. This would assuage Nepal’s suspicions vis-à-vis India and make it appear as a more trustworthy partner than a country that has often been compared to a “loan shark.”

Furthermore, the international recognition of a right existing in favor of LLS’ to the access the sea would drastically change the dynamics of the transaction between Nepal and its neighbors. While India could position itself as a champion of LLS’ right to access the sea, Chinese endeavors in this regard would appear more obligatory than charitable. This itself will have a bearing on the relations between the two countries. It would also be in line with India’s attempts to discourage Nepal from using Chinese ports by making

the India route appear like a more feasible and profitable option. Nepal, as a LLS, has been raising the demand for the recognition of a Right to Access to the Sea.\textsuperscript{298} It will necessarily support India in any endeavor to collectively raise this issue among the international community. Nepal's support would add weight to India's argument which would help India advance its interests in making the same argument for other LLS in the continent.

2. The Case for Afghanistan

Afghanistan is a LLS that has been the center of international attention for many decades. It is located in the junction between Central Asia, South Asia, and the Middle East, and also shares a small border with the People's Republic of China. It is for this reason that Afghanistan is considered the gateway between South Asia and Central Asia. (See Map 1 above).

Afghanistan's unique geographical position has contributed to its history of turbulence and violence. During much of the 19th and 20th centuries, it acted as a buffer state between the Russian Empire and the British Empire in the Indian subcontinent. It was the subject of 'The Great Game' between the two empires and the center of numerous wars and armed conflicts that drained the Afghan economy.

Before the British left India, there was no specific treaty that regulated transit between them and Afghanistan. However, the Treaty for the Establishment of Neighborly Relations and the Anglo-Afghan Trade Convention, both emphasized the principle of the freedom of transit established in the Barcelona Convention and Statute on Freedom of Transit.\textsuperscript{299}

After the Independence and Partition of India and Pakistan in 1947, Pakistan controlled the entire Southern border of Afghanistan. This border, known as the Durand Line, was disputed by Afghanistan, which also raised the demand of an independent Pakhtunistan to be carved from territory within Pakistan. This created tensions between the two neighbors and Pakistan responded by disrupting the movement of traffic from Afghanistan through its territory. Through the years, Pakistan would respond to tensions with Afghanistan by routinely disrupting such movements. For instance, in the first twenty years of Pakistan's existence, it had shut the border with Afghanistan during 1947, 1951, 1955, and
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1961-1963.\textsuperscript{300} Despite a multitude of agreements signed between the two countries, the Afghan economy till date remains vulnerable to frequent closing and disruption of trade through its border with Pakistan. Shoaib Ahmad Rahim notes:

The evidence reveals that such closures take place when it is peak export time for Afghan fresh vegetables and fruits export... Afghan officials believe that Pakistan uses security issues as pretext to sabotage exports. On the other hand, Pakistani analysts and officials also believe such interruptions are merely political moves.\textsuperscript{301}

Volatility on its southern border forced the Landlocked State to seek alternate trade routes. As a result, Afghanistan established extensive trading links with the USSR to its north, however that route was a long and arduous one for any access to the high seas.

Afghanistan also explored the avenue of developing a route to the Arabian Sea through its western neighbor Iran. However, for the most part of the 20th century, transport infrastructure across Eastern Iran remained poor and could barely cater to the requirements of traffic emanating from Afghanistan. However, traffic did flow through Afghanistan, and the first transit agreement between the two countries was inked in 1962. Over the decades, the political situation in the two countries over the decades prevented them from being able to realize the full potential of this route.\textsuperscript{302}

China also shares a seventy-six kilometer narrow border with Afghanistan, that runs through the extremely arduous terrain of the Wakhan Corridor. The lack of adequate transport infrastructure, and extreme weather conditions make the corridor itself a difficult trade route. Additionally, it is also a very long and unfeasible route for Afghan goods to access the sea.\textsuperscript{303}

Afghanistan's economic troubles got further accentuated due to the decades of conflict and instability on its land. Beginning with the Soviet intervention in December 1979, Afghanistan has almost constantly been at war and witnessed instability till date. This ruined the economic infrastructure and disrupted economic activity. Despite many estimates suggesting that Afghanistan has over 1 trillion USD worth of untapped natural resources,\textsuperscript{304} Afghanistan remains among the least developed countries of the world.
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Economic development remains key to the establishment of securing a lasting peace in Afghanistan.

The decades of conflict also saw Pakistan increase its presence and influence in Afghanistan. The Pakistani intelligence agencies like the Inter Services Intelligence, had already been involved in propping rebels against the Afghan government led by Daud Khan, and then subsequently the Democratic Republic of Afghanistan. However, their activities became far more potent and aggressive once Pakistan became the vanguard for American sponsorship of the Mujahideen against the Soviet military intervention in Afghanistan. American involvement in Afghanistan ended, at least for the time being, with the Soviet withdrawal in 1989, but the enlarged and enriched ISI continued its involvement. Afghanistan descended into a long and bloody Civil War as the Mujahideen splintered into various factions. Pakistan first supported the Hizb e Islami led by Gulbuddin Hekmankhay, and then after 1994 started supporting the Taliban in its conquest to take over all of Afghanistan.

When the United States invaded Afghanistan, Pakistan reluctantly offered its support to the American led coalition. Pakistani President told the Americans, “You are there to kill terrorists, not make enemies, ‘hoping the war would be short and limited.’” However, Pakistan continued to maintain links with the Taliban leadership. When Pakistan saw the emergence of an insurgency in the areas bordering Afghanistan as a direct fallout of the War in Afghanistan, Pakistan responded by adopting a selective approach towards terrorists operating out of its territory, a policy that has often been criticized as Islamabad’s "Good Taliban/ Bad Taliban" strategy. Although Pakistan has often denied providing shelter or aid to the Taliban, its leaders often end up tacitly acknowledging this policy. Such as when former Pakistan Army Chief, Ashfaq Kayani stated that "If you think we are going to turn the Taliban and Haqqanis and others into mortal enemies of ours and watch you walk out the door, you are completely crazy. Are we


hedging our bets? You bet we are.”

Although the Taliban has remained key to Islamabad's influence over Afghanistan, Pakistan's geographical position comes a close second. Being located on Afghanistan's southern border, Pakistan became the most cost effective and politically viable option for supplying the NATO forces in Afghanistan. Washington's decades old hostility with Iran meant that the western route was never considered. The Northern Distribution Network was considered more expensive and politically less reliable due to the fragile and tense nature of Russo-American relations, and was finally closed by Moscow in 2015.

Both the United States and Pakistan seem aware of Pakistan's impact on the Afghan peace process. U.S. President Donald Trump referring to American plans about withdrawing from Afghanistan said in July 2019 that "I think Pakistan is going to help us out to extricate ourselves"; whereas nearly six months later the Pakistani Foreign Minister Shah Mahmood Qureshi held, "The deal will be signed in the presence of Pakistan because it was impossible for the deal to come through without our efforts." It is safe to assume that such statements are a major cause of concern in New Delhi.

The fierce Indo-Pakistan rivalry is also present in the Afghan conflict. While Pakistan that a regime in Kabul that is friendly to India, would imply encirclement from New Delhi, India fears that an Afghan government friendly to Islamabad would become a safe haven for Pakistan sponsored anti-India terror groups. Hence, on one hand Pakistan states that "India has no role in Afghanistan," on the other India talks about a "lasting political settlement through an Afghan-led, Afghan-owned and Afghan controlled process" – a thinly veiled comment on Pakistan's influence over
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the Taliban and as a result, on the peace process. During the Taliban regime in Afghanistan, India was a victim of various terror attacks from Pakistan based anti-India terror outfits. The hijacking of Indian Airlines Flight 814 in 1999 was a visual demonstration of India's concerns when the terrorist hijackers found sanctuary in Afghanistan, from where they secured the release of five terrorists imprisoned in India in return for releasing the hostages.\(^{316}\) India has been a victim of terror attacks from Pakistan sponsored proxies since long before 9/11, and this past experience has led to India to limit Pakistan's influence in Afghanistan as a center of its Afghan policy.

It is because of the geographical dividend that Pakistan has historically opposed the rights of LLS's to access the sea. During the 1950s, Afghanistan took the lead in bargaining for Rights of LLS; where it received no support from Pakistan. It was the Pakistani delegate, who during the meetings of the Fifth Committee said "the Pakistani delegation explored each and every corner of international law without discovering the right or series of rights that the LLS claim to be endowed with."\(^{317}\) In the various UN Conferences on the Laws of the Seas, the Pakistani delegation consistently opposed the recognition of any transit rights in favor of LLS's that were not subject to sovereignty of Transit States and regulated by bilateral or multilateral treaties. On the interpretation of the relevant portions of the UNCLOS, the Pakistani delegation declared "Another area that causes us concern is the possible interpretation of the question of access to the sea, which we believe is only a national right and will be governed by bilateral agreements regarding transit."\(^{318}\)

Despite that India echoed a position similar to Pakistan during the Fifth Committee, it is in the strategic interest of India to support the right of Afghanistan as a LLS to have access to the sea. The right of LLS to access the sea directly undermines Pakistan's geographical stranglehold on Afghanistan. Pakistan has not only exploited the geographical circumstances to hinder any economic development, but also for excessive interference in Afghan internal affairs; thereby undermining their sovereignty.\(^{319}\) A right to access the sea is a step towards greater autonomy for Afghanistan in the
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international arena and will be well received by the government and the people in Afghanistan working to increase India’s soft power in the country.

India has tried to advance this cause by attempting to develop an alternate route to Afghanistan via the Chabahar Port in Iran, in order to fully realize the Right of Afghanistan to Access the Sea. This has been followed by two countries’ efforts to develop the transport infrastructure to link the Iranian Port city to major cities and provinces in Afghanistan and eventually to Uzbekistan and Central Asia. The emergence of this route allows India to bypass Pakistan in accessing Afghanistan and Central Asia and advancing trade and development in the region. It will also reduce Afghanistan’s dependence on Pakistan to access the seas and pursue international trade and commerce. This will increase the prospects of economic development of Afghanistan, and also give it larger bargaining power vis-a-vis its relations with Pakistan. Kabul will no longer be hostage to Pakistan’s demographic dividend.

Economic development is also key to political stability in Afghanistan that has been the center of conflict for almost 40 years. With the United States on its way out, the Chabahar route has become important to sustain the hard fought yet fragile peace in the region. The route will allow India to play a larger and more substantial role in the development of the Afghan economy. Pakistan will not be able to impose its own terms. The legal argument in favor of ILS’s right to access the sea will also help India to convince the United States of America to continue to exempt Chabahar from the economic sanctions that have been imposed on Iran as the relations between Washington and Tehran have been deteriorating rapidly. This exemption was first announced in November 2018, almost six months after the US withdrew from the JCPOA. Asha Sawhney says that “[i]t is in the United States’ best interest to bolster the success of Chabahar Port as a means of responsibly reducing U.S. aid to Afghanistan in favor of regional cooperation and increased investment. Afghanistan has no prospects for stable security without greater avenues for economic empowerment.”

As the United States readies to withdraw from Afghanistan after inking an Agreement with the Taliban, the latter is set to play a larger and more influential role in the future of Afghanistan. The Chabahar route would not only be a means to strengthen the non-
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Taliban faction in Afghanistan but could also be a means to wean away Pakistan's influence or control over the Taliban. Although New Delhi sees the Taliban as a proxy for Pakistan in Afghan affairs, a closer look may suggest otherwise. According to Zachary Constantino their relationship "oscillates between compliance and obstinacy."\footnote{Constantino, supra note 310.} Taliban has time and again shown its willingness to move away from Pakistan's clutches. During the 1990s, the Taliban refused Pakistan's request to recognize the Durand Line as the border between the two countries. Beginning in 2011, the Taliban established a delegation in Qatar to conduct diplomatic negotiations in an attempt to loosen Pakistan's grip.\footnote{Constantino, supra note 310.} Over the years, this delegation has only grown in size. In furtherance of the same goal, then Taliban leader Mullah Akhtar Muhammad Mansour tried to establish links with Iran. These advances have led to the belief that Pakistan may have connived in the drone strike that killed him in 2016.\footnote{How Qatar Came To Host The Taliban, BBC (Jun. 22, 2013), www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-23007401 [perma.cc/8W5J-X3MM].}

Other than Iran, the Taliban has also established ties with Russia and a Taliban group also visited Moscow in 2019. Incidentally, Iran and Russia along with India were the three largest supporters of the Northern Alliance, the group which resisted the expansion of Taliban control in the late 1990s. According to Constantino, this not only forms a precedent for New Delhi to open talks with the Taliban but also is a "tacit acknowledgement from both powers that the Taliban may yet prevail in the Afghan conflict."\footnote{Carlotta Gall & Ruhulla Khapalwak, Taliban Leader Feared Pakistan Before He Was Killed, N.Y. Times (Aug. 9, 2017), www.nytimes.com/2017/08/09/world/asia/taliban-leader-feared-pakistan-before-he-was-killed.html [perma.cc/LR6F-2Q4C].} The Taliban has also made subtle overtures to India, such as when it condemned Pakistan's attempts to link the change in the autonomy of the Indian State of Jammu and Kashmir with the Afghan Peace talks.\footnote{Pakistan Runs Out of Options as India Tightens Grip on Kashmir, N.Y. Times (Aug. 9, 2019), www.nytimes.com/2019/08/09/world/asia/kashmir-india-pakistan.html [perma.cc/DU9F-LNQ6].}

The international recognition of the Right of LLS to Access the Sea can act as a useful platform for India. It works to de-legitimize
Pakistan’s geographical leverage in Afghanistan. It also provides a legal justification for avenues that lead to a larger role for India in being able to contribute to a stable government in Afghanistan.

3. The Case for Mongolia

Much like Nepal, Mongolia is another Asian landlocked country trapped between two large neighbors - China and Russia. During the Cold War, Mongolia remained under the Soviet fold both politically and economically. This meant that when the Soviet economy saw its crisis in the 1980s, Mongolia also experienced contraction.\(^3\)\(^2\)\(^7\) The end of a Cold War brought the advent of a market economy and multiparty democracy. However, geographical constraints meant that its economic dependence merely shifted from one border to the other. Soviet dominance was replaced by that of the Chinese.\(^3\)\(^2\)\(^8\)

Economic dependency is further exacerbated by Mongolia’s lack of access to the sea. Naturally its two neighboring countries are not only its largest trading partners, but Mongolia also depends on them to have access to any other country. The nearest port is the Chinese port of Tianjin,\(^3\)\(^2\)\(^9\) located nearly 1278 kms away from Ulaanbaatar as the crow flies.\(^3\)\(^3\)\(^0\) In sharp contrast to Nepal, whose two neighbors China and India are often embroiled in conflict and competition over influence on neighbors, the increasing convergence between Russia and China has prevented Mongolia from even being able to play one of its neighbors against the other.\(^3\)\(^3\)\(^1\)

Fears of domination have prompted Mongolia to look elsewhere. While Mongolia has pursued friendly relations with both its neighbors, and even initiated trilateral cooperation in the region, Ulanbataar has also sought to break out of its geographical constraints. These attempts have culminated in Mongolia’s Third Neighbor policy. Beginning in 1990, Mongolia sought to build strong relations with countries other than its two neighbors.\(^3\)\(^3\)\(^2\)
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recognized in 2011, this policy does not talk about a specific ‘Third Neighbor’ but seeks greater engagement with several of countries in the outside world but also greater participation in international organizations. Under this policy, Mongolia has reached out to countries in its neighborhood like Japan and South Korea, but also countries further away such as the United States of America.

However, despite all its efforts, Mongolia still remains highly susceptible to Chinese domination. Mongol trade is closely tied to China and accounts for over ninety percent of its imports and nearly thirty percent of its exports. Mongolia's landlocked status is made worse by its poor state of transport infrastructure. In the World Bank's Logistics Performance Index, Mongolia ranks very poorly across the globe. This means that China remains the key market for Mongolia's natural resources, as Ulanbataar finds it difficult to export outside its immediate neighborhood.

As a part of its Third Neighbor Policy, Mongolia has sought to increase its engagement with India. In 2009, Mongol President Elbegdorj made his first state visit to India, and both countries explored opportunities that were mutually beneficial. This was followed by the visit of Elbegroj's successor, President Khaltmaagiin Battulga, who arrived in New Delhi for a five-day visit. In the interim, Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi had visited Mongolia in 2015, becoming the first Indian Prime Minister. Mongol concerns about domination by Beijing are shared by India, which has witnessed the rapid increase in Chinese influence in its own backyard. Modi's visit to Ulaanbaatar was seen as a response to China's forays in South Asia and the Indian Ocean region. Mongolia was delighted to sign a number of agreements with its 'Spiritual Neighbor' and saw the one billion USD line of credit from New Delhi as a major foreign policy victory and a step towards greater independence in foreign affairs.

However, despite these overtures by both countries, Indo-Mongol relations faced obstacles. The Chinese port of Tianjin remains the main port for trade, and the maritime distance between
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the two countries amounts to nearly 7000 kilometers. Poor transport infrastructure means that a container from Ulaanbaatar takes around forty-five days to reach New Delhi. It is due to the geographical constraints that Sergey Radchenko says that "the "third neighbor" policy was a luxury conditional on China's and Russia's indulgence."

A glimpse of Chinese superintendence over Mongol foreign policy was visible in a crisis that erupted during the winter of 2016. Almost eighteen months after the visit of Indian Prime Minister and the announcement of the one billion USD credit line, Mongolia hosted the Dalai Lama in November. The Dalai Lama is widely revered in the majority Buddhist country and his ninth visit in Mongolia happened despite strong diplomatic protest by the People's Republic of China. This blatant defiance of China by Mongolia evoked a strong and swift response from Beijing. China imposed a virtual economic blockade of Mongolia, it hiked tariffs on trade and imposed an array of economic sanctions.

According to the Mongol envoy to India, “With winter temperature already around minus-twenty degrees, transport obstruction by China is likely to create a humanitarian crisis in Mongolia as these measures will hurt the flow of essential commodities.” These were his words when he was seeking Indian assistance in a crisis precipitated by Beijing not long after Modi's show of strength in China's backyard. As the crisis worsened, New Delhi failed to step up to the assistance of its 'spiritual neighbor'. As a result, on 21st December Mongolia apologized for the visit of the Dalai Lama and stated that the Tibetan leader would not be invited in their country in the future.

The crisis was a statement. It showed that despite Mongolia's attempts to establish relations with, not just India, but several other 'Third Neighbor' countries, the landlocked nation remained heavily dependent on China. A legal argument in favor of Mongolia's Right to Access the Sea would go a long way in attempting to break Mongolia out of the constraints of its two large neighbors. A Right of Access to the Sea would make such blockades
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a violation of international law and become a justification for international intervention in Mongolia's backyard. It would also allow India to recover some of its lost diplomatic goodwill after the crisis of 2016. Eventually, it would allow Mongolia to strengthen relations with India, and many other countries. Development of transport infrastructure will allow Mongolia to participate and benefit from maritime trade routes, such as the Vladivostok-Chennai Maritime Corridor being developed by Russia and Mongolia. These steps will help Mongolia access diplomatic and economic opportunities outside its immediate neighborhood; and pursue a path towards economic development and prosperity.

4. The Ends for Advocacy

India appears to benefit greatly from advocating for a greater right for LLS to access the sea. In Afghanistan and Mongolia, it would help India gain better influence by reducing the geographical leverage on these States by their coastal neighbors like Pakistan and China respectively. Whereas in Nepal, where India stares at its own geographical equation slipping away, its support for their access to the sea helps gain much of lost goodwill and soft power with the country and also helps strengthen whatever geographic dividend it already has left.

IX. CONCLUSION

LLS and their citizens have suffered enormous disadvantage owing to the geographical handicap of which they find themselves inheritors. However, over the years, international law has clearly recognized this hindrance and attempted to remedy the same. Progressively, it has worked to ensure parity in the enjoyment of seas which are now characterized as the “common heritage of mankind.” The right of access enunciated in Part X of the UNCLOS is only the prevailing iteration of this philosophy and the culmination of over two centuries of cooperation. It, therefore, becomes important for countries – especially transit States – to recognize their legal obligations and work to afford this right to LLS, without preconditioning it on other strategic or diplomatic imperatives. As such, it is also a larger international concern to ensure the effective enforcement of this right given the significant economic and social consequences. India’s role in ensuring the implementation of this right is not just an important moral obligation for the world’s largest democracy, it also makes strategic sense for the country to undertake. Our Article attempts to provide a roadmap for this approach.